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VK wish to thunk our many customers for 
their patronage to us during the season 
just closed, and to solicit a continuance 
next season. Our sole aim is to make the 
teacher’s work easier, and our every move is to 
the teacher’s advantage. 
Advantages are to be gained by dealing with 
us impossible to obtain elsewhere. 
OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS 
are all edited and prepared for the teacher’s 
use by the leading teachers in the country. 
Printed on the best pn|>cr from stone. 
ONE OF THE LtARGEST 
and Inst selected stocks of American and 
Foreign Music and Books in this country 
from an educational standpoint. 
PROMPT SERVICE. 
Kvery order receives attention the same 
day as received. 
THE MOST LtIBERALi TERMS 
and lowest rates possible. Only the best 
editions are kept by us. 
THE "ON SALiE” PLiflN, 
that is selection of music, is laid out on a 
more liberal basis than can be obtained 
from any other bouse. For next season 
we are even better prepared than ever to 
fill all needs in this direction. The depart¬ 
ment is under the direction of a thorough 
musician, and we can guarantee satisfaction. 
WE FURNISH EVERYTHING 
in the line of music, and claim to be 
the quickest mail-order house in 
the country. Information on any sub¬ 
ject in our line furnished gratis. 
EFFICIENT HEAPS 
to the different departments, all under the 
direct supervision of Mr. Theodore Presser, 
a former successful and practical teacher. 
Send for complete catalogues and terms, etc. 
Address all communications to 
Theodore Presser, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
the ettjde 
ENLARGED AND REVISED. 
FOR. THE PIANOFORTE. 
By HAMILTON 0. MACDOUGALL. 
In Two Books, each $1.25. In Progressive Order. 
Owing to the large demand for these two vol¬ 
umes in the past, we have just issued new editions 
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thor¬ 
oughly revised and graded. IVe can now heartily 
I recommend them as the two best collections of 
easy, melodious, refined music published. 
Every piece in these two volumes has been se- j lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com¬ 
piler who, being a practical teacher himself, knows 
precisely what is needed to make this primary study 
! more of a pleasure than a study, and robs that word 
1 of all its terrors to young pupils. 
If you find difficulty in interesting your young 
! pupils, the publisher recommends you to give this 
work a trial. 
We wish to make mention of the fact that the 
grading of these two volumes has received especial 
attention on these new editions. The following list 
of tlie contents of these volumes tells for itself the 
choice selection of composers represented 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME I. 
Macdougall, H. 0.Preparatory Studies. 
Wllm, S. Ton.Op 81, No 1. To begin with. 
Belnecke, C..Forgot Me-Not. 
Splndler, Fr.Autumn. 
Belnecke, C...Evening Twilight. 
Laucleni, P.Serenade. 
Gnrlltt, C.-.Sunshiny Morning. 
Belnecke, C.Barcarolle. 
' Altnwnn, a...Hunting Song. 
Ourlltl, C.Spring s Greeting. 
Volknmun, R..Folksong. Op 27, No. 5. 
Lanciani, P.Chansotiette 
Belnecke, 0..tinder the Linden Tree. 
Gnrlltt, C.... Feetive Dance. Op. 140, No. 7. 
Tachaikowsky, P....Italian Song. Op. 39, No. 18. 
Kohler, L.Christmas Bells, 
Tschaikowsky, P......In the Church. 
Foerster, Alb.Nocturne. 
Schumann, BobL. The Joyous Peasant. 
Boiuecke, 0......From 1901 Nights. 
Kutumel. J.Hsud-in-lland March. 
Macdougall, H. C.Christmas Pastorale. 
Bummel, J...Romance. 
Low, J.Cheerful ness. 
Bathbnn, F. G......Romance. 
Kin: It tier, r.. Little Choristers. 
Heller, St..Cradle Song. Op. 47, No. 19. 
Bach, J. Seh..Two Chorals. 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME II. 
Tschaikowsky, P.Op 39, No. 17-.German Song. 
Wilm, N. von.Op. 81, No 2..Hilarity. 
Schytte, L.Op. 69, No. 12.Good Night. 
Wllm, N. von.Op, 81, No. 13.........Cradle Song. 
Knllak, T....Op. 81, No. 3.Grandmother Tells a 
Shuddering Tale. 
Llcbner, H.Op. 24.Scherzo 
Schytte, L.Op. 69, No. 11.Fairy Tale. 
Heller, St....Op. 47, No. 4.Sunday Morning. 
Kavanagh, t..Andante. 
Lange, G.—Op. 288, No. 2 —Polonaise in F. 
Knllak, T.Op 62, No. 12.Evening Bell. 
Bohm, 0. Op. 169.Little Love Song 
Schytte, L..Op. 69, No. 6.In the Mill 
Wllm, N. yon.Op. 12, No. 3.Village Musicians. 
Beliczay, J. von-Op. 26, No. 5.—.Barcarolle 
Tachaikowsky, P. Op. 39, No. 21.Sweet Reverie. 
Gnrlitt, C™.Op. 62, No. It_Waltz. 
Heller St...........Op. 138 No. 9.Curious Story. 
Tschaikowsky, P.Op 39, No. 22.The Skylark. 
HeUar, 3t_.Op. 81, No. 15.Slumber long. 
These volumes, from the publisher’s standpoint, 
are all that good printing, clear type, and the beet 
of paper can make them. 
Liberal discount to the profession. 
THEO. PRESSES, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. STATION A. 
||usieaf !|er}©[arsfjip 
Ternium 
OFFERED BY 
THE ETUDE AND MUSICAL WILD 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
T"OHE plans whereby an education may be 
^ I 4 secured without expense has been sne- 
cessfully carried out by a number of 
prominent journals. The most of these have 
awarded a scholarship to the one who procured 
the largest number of subscribers. Our plan is 
to make it possible for all who solicit subscrip¬ 
tions to procure a scholarship. The plan is 
very simple and liberal. For every subscrip¬ 
tion at full price ($1.50) we will give $1.00 in 
tuition iu music. 
The details of the plan are as follows:— 
1. For every subscription which we receive at full 
rates (1.50) we will give $1 00 in musical tuition. At 
least twenty five subscriptions must be sent to receive 
the scholarship. 
2. The subscriptions need not be sent in all at one 
time. Credit will be given on our books as they are 
received. 
3. The tuition will be good in any conservatory in the 
United States or Canada where arrangements can be 
made. At least one good conservatory in every large 
city is guaranteed. 
4. The tuition is transferable and good for two years 
from date of contract. 
6. The tuition must be taken in one conservatory, not 
part in one and part in another. 
6. On renewals we allow 60 cents each instead of $1. 
POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED. 
If you fail to procure at least twenty-five sub¬ 
scribers, you have your choice of our Premium 
List or our cash deductions, which will he sen on 
application. 
Half-yearly subscription will be accepted, 
cents. «, -n 
The Etude must not be sold below price,—® • 
a year. .. 
Be sure to mention with first club of su iscri 
sent in that you wish credit toward Schoars p 
Premium. b. 
Mention in every case, if possible, wlie er 
scriber is professional or amateur. u 
Send in the names of subscribers as fast as y 
get them. , r 
Money may be sent by Post-Office money 
This is the safest form, and always in same env 
with subscribers’ names. , 
No one should send us, at any time, a su 
tion, without keeping a scrupulously ^ 
record of the name and address, amount ° ^ 
tance, number of money order or express 01 e ’ ^ 
the date on which the same is mailed, 1 ^ 
should be preserved. Too much stress can 
laid on this. 
The arranging with an institution for a SC^e&r'0fOrt 
entails considerable correspondence, and wou ^ ^ 
request that the selection he not made tint a 
twenty-five subscriptions are sent in. 
MUSICAL 
4V 
ML—, 
*2 
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED 
k VOLiUjVlE XIV. 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC. 
19 and 2i E. Sheets, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
The Voice Department, headed by H. W. Greene, 
mpported by Dudley Buck in Interpretation, by John 
C. Griggs, Frank H. Potter, and others, offers, without 
question, the best advantages for vocal study to be found 
in America. 
The Pianoforte Department, under the aotive direc¬ 
tion of Albert Ross P&rsonB, offers the broadest training 
both in Technique and in Interpretation. A part of this 
work, comprised in the Synthetic Department of Nor¬ 
mal Training, nnder Miss Kate 8. Chittenden, makes 
ponible to prospective teachers the great advantages of 
the 8ynthetic Method of Piano Teaching, as originated 
by Mr. Parsons and established through Miss Chitten- 
den’i editorship of the Synthetic publications. 
Department of Theory and Composition, Harry Rowe 
Shelley, Principal. 
Department of Organ, R. Huntington Woodman, 
Principal. Instruction in this department given by Mr. 
Back and Mr. Shelley also. 
The Department of Violin, nnder Clifford Schmidt, 
the eminent concert master of the Seidl Orchestra, in 
conjunction with the Pianoforte Department, secures to 
the College the important advantage of the study of 
chamber music and general ensemble practice. 
A ipecial feature is the Residence Department for 
kdiei, where a limited number of pupils from a dis- 
tence are accommodated with board and every facility 
fet practice and study. 
DUDLEY BUCK, Prrsidcnt. 
h. R. PARSONS, Vics-Prmidknt. 
H. R. SHELLEY, Second Vice-President. 
H. W. GREENE, Principal Voic* Dsp’t. 
m. b. palmer, treasurer. 
JOHN C0RNELIU8 GRIGGS, Sicek-art. . 
rui 
Musical Items--—.......—... 197 
fcfczt's Pen-Return of Chopin.-.•— 1 " 
A Choice List rtf Pieces.—-■——-*» — 1 y‘ 
Ul«sts from Ram’r Bom..-—- .-— ‘ 
(yttosU'in» and Answers.........—-.-.- 
tetter* to Pupils. JohoB. VaaOrro..—.—........ I 
trimuslit*—Suggestions- Ad»l.s--- 2(h) 
Answer* to Thoughts fur the Thoughtful. V 
Tlie Use of Etude*. Lot* l>. Bat- - ’»l 
Clubs for tlie Young, A. Minor.-.“— 
Music and Muum . fcjpt. W. taaoiom-- '*’* 
Some Observations. Saia-jt *• BatplJ-. 
Our Trial-. E. L t'ljjnrd.—... 
Illustrated Music Lcwtfu- M—* * if*n¥ 
M. Saint-SaCus.-.—...” .. ‘ 
My Piano Teacher Criticised. AdAlaW — "•* 
How to Interest Boginn^t MarynaSU Bran ... * 4 
B«W Shalt We Interest Cor Pupil* *'*•**■ c 
~ BUhop...... "" , a 
The Musieal^ief. ’MaryB.Matn.:. -- 
Editorial Notes ..- —— ‘; 
Now PublKettew—'.... V’tr* ,'r 
A New Charter of To., I ' 
Male and F-mlilk Tear low. r-u-hj 
A thlwg^on. .'-v.— ..T/*" • 
• To One About to Enter the Frofakl * ' 
Analysis ot Bach's Prelod* and ^Fjt* ,!l 1 
and 0 Minor. TmwiaU.l by V. 
Class Work in Mu.,cel Cntld.to. 8* M.Dmrmn 
gome of the P-ptW w Mv-t „ 
JuttU.—_ 2^) 
PubllBher’a Notw...•' *>10 
Te»Umoai«l*.—»— ..Vf!* * * . jj| 
Special NoC«».———..“V'". 
MUSK). 
^ fUM m IBtST 
First Mazurka. Op. it C. . 
There. LittleGirl, Bon^^7/' ^ , 
Saltarelia- Op.72. ..z, 
Norw^n Panes. <*• »•*'■ * “ ^ , .:(o 
Peaceful Evening. Op. - \ ^ w 
Evening in «he Village. Oy. ... 
E^tlinaan.. 
SubscTip^on SI-50 per 
■ Year. 
REGULAR COURSE, $200 PER YEAR. 
■KNB rot CATALOGUE. 
PUBLISHED BY 
TBEO. PBESSEB, 
H08 CHESTMIST, PHILADELPHIA pA. 
NUMBER 9. 
j, European 4 4* 
* Reminiscences 
MUSICAL AND OTHERWISE 
Boinc the Eecolloctions of the Vacation 
° , , n , 
TourB of a Musician in various UtiuiitneB, 
BY LOUIS C. ELSON. 
llJu.alratcd. JiOUtirl in Cloth and. Gill. 
Mr. Bltion, who >• widely known for hi* ori«»i 
wwafob* r io muettwl birtory. b« .n thb , 
in Miancted form, tome of lite ohernrwtk*» and *«• 
perience. of a number of Korop**., trip. Uk« m Ut« 
ourwutt of hi» lnvrttif»tion». . 
J Mr. Ebon .. one of the 
muair*l and literary gitU Arr eombiMd.—alwayi 
“ ’s witivwilh a kin relnh for the lotmorooa Mpe«4 of 
thm,..7Ld"« f«od for ntirU. even in the *•**«**• 
of nut of tbe-way regtO"" 
Bui hr ii before all ala* * muatOM, *od hw book 
Ellrd with keen tnoaician llke obaarvationa ou e»* 
'Ithe °work il not eicluovwly muaieal. j1** 
throofh tho eyea of a Tfci folUrw.ni 
ttffnr of ihr topic# ipokeo of in tha woik . hr of the 1 
Sketch Ot the L#ip»i< Conaervatorj 
Ttiltrtifl* witb 
An RwniaK 
(Jade aTd’tbe'wkb'teh Cooaervatory 
An InUrrinw with Rvondasej. 
Soromnr Ma,ie "* F*r 
Two chAplcc# on Ba»twu»t 00* 
tell* m about the Gypiy Bur 
Zither Munriii theAlpA 
An Interview with MjaaebeV 
The Grand Onera at f ana. 
Mm icon the Grant! Lanai at ' en>- 
A description of the_ mu«i>»J__ 
advaningea of the different Kj.< 
PRICE 81.00. 
Published b) THKl). FKliSSE 
1701 phellntrtfSIredf. Ptnladrlph a 
THE ETUDE 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS. f I 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, 
GRADE I-X. 
0snr.ll BY 
JUJBMkJt ONLY. 
1478. Bechtel 
Orado 
Jo Ihn prj|»dl 
tf**! ft u 
Harry. Fortune Galop. 
V... 
0 P"l"il*f »'i». Brltlionl n>d plw 
“If i"t apirttud ptnjlng. “SiiiR. A 
1479. Place, Etltrar 3. Eveninsr Refleo- 
tlons. Reverie Cta»«li* Vf „. 
A f*.r r ieMr unH of ton.* 
M>E u*e with piifio", noowjr and 
14S0 Zannonl, Pietro. Op. 250. Sere¬ 
nade G ratio TV  
Aro..i pi-re.- frrmi thin p.T-„),r reV|iw!K»workv 
Excsllt-at <1,1,ly f,,r Ilght-Wwl tooeh. ^ 
14=1. Bohm C. Op. 270. What the 
Swallow San? Gratia V ... 
A xikOTtof r>:*+ rebi-t. A fnin. eh. present m-L: 
t»if , A ‘■I"1,1 •<U,IT *" touch fork- imr. ami i-ofer, fhnuung, »bd cxpns-sfet. 
XI. 
1463. Jerichau, Thorald. Sunny South¬ 
land Waltzes. Grade IV. 
(toou wall* for Untiring. in (Im popular style. jtleu-Hiiiff. Has Out rhythmic swing cbarao 
(eristic ui a good dancing nail/. 
14C4. Russell, I. W. Valso Brilliante. 
Grade IV  
l!a« a taking, light, ami flowing tuolody Good 
walu for «lancing or parlor entertainment. Good 
practice forui>lirtl fur the light-haml touch. 
1465. White, Otis R. Alhambra Waltzes. 
Grade V..... 
A jt*mI ottidy in rhonl anti octave work for the 
light-hand touch. Entertaining iwlndles In the 
popular style. 
I486. White, Otis R. Imperial Polka. 
Gnuli* IYT..... 
A polka for any pupil who u»h*«1« a musical 
awakrnmg. Alarkt^l rhythm and interesting as u 
show p|f<v. 
1467. Whits, Otis R. La Coquette. Mor- 
ceau Brilliante. Four Hands. 
Gnulc TV. 
Tli. -titH.-nliim rtf tho two part* aliml equally 
dlviited. \ 11 i.\tra go.il ph-cc for two performere at 
a pupils' tuu.icalc. I With jiorfunimrs liaro melody 
1466. Rathbun, F. G. A Songr of May. 
Polka Rondo. Grade V.. . 
Rriaht awl plm.thit. (Hwvl study fur alur rtfix-ta 
ami Hyiil linger agility practice. 
1469. SohUtt, Erl Op. 30. No. 2. Con¬ 
fession ( Aveu). Grade IV .. 
' beautiful place in both melody ami harmony. 
Dim pie.t >hown the divine »pnrk of genius. A fiuo 
Mioly in uringliig out a melody front tin surround* 
ing aceoiiipunluicnt. Mo»t heartily cotuuietidcd. 
1470. Goordolor, Richard Hush-a-bye, 
Baby Dear. Slumber Sontf Grade 
\\ orila by (ic.rzv ‘ ooper l.ltliOKrapli plot are title. 
tblli|i4*<4, I* MOW the MuITtrt K OR the I'rtirlll apncp. 
l*or r»w*/o nopMiio. tenor, or baritone. Verv picaring 
mel.^ly. and written in tbn lullri*; style, aiuooth aud 
Ho wing. 
1471. Rathbun, F. G. Fairy Dance. Grade 
* *,n^ To1 Ik* < nm mended for practice 
In light flop'f touch ami slur ••fftetn. 
14711. White, Otis R. Diabolique Galop. 
Grade IV.. ... 
llrllllaiit, rlaorntw nllnitutn, dear phraa,*. (j,mj 
for pupil* cxMlililoti ptirpiwoi, 
1473. White. Otis R. Country Club. 
Caprice. Grade IV.....' 
A *rtii<l trim III III.! prtpular alylr. Auimatel 
moUrrr, full of life I h-C.-lrr.il, ploMlim, K error! 
Study III dottrel eighth Write followed by .1 xln utha. 
1474. Moelllnj?, Theodore. Valse Caprioe 
Grade VI .  ; 
Pleasing, brilliant, and showy. ,\ gowt Mudy Tn 
rhythmic run, »f iincrcn number of nirlrs t„ tbu 
count, b* glnidng and ending on accent*. J’uiiiU who 
w* familiar with the Telocity principle of Mmol', 
Tctcnmo' will find it «*«y, al>out tirade IV. 
1475. Rathbun, F. G. Shadows of the 
Evening Hours. 8aored Somr. 
Grailt- IV.\. 
Orgmi rrrplm.o .rrurnimnlmml. Knr nr! /o.'«,pr.vin 
orcriuiran-x 1 oni(u4M, from the llll.it Irclowtothc I) 
on ihr. fourlhllnrt.rf the Malt lor rln.rch or I-..me 
""notlfid SOI’W. Apprnll tn n ivllned lute n> 
Will as hctntf plauing totJic popular cur. 
1476. White, Otis R. Dress Parade. March. 
Gnulr V... 
In «-A lime. Fall of -pirlt. 't-V-aiiLii‘ »'nip[ 
r.KiN’Jlcnt sciinol or calUthunin aurrH, l’artirularfv 
plea.-li»|C. 3 
1477. Waddingrton, Ed. A Canadian Boat 
Song-. Grade V... 
W.wd. hr TIm*!,, Moore, mmjxo. frV^n‘th»E lilt 
nn th« 5o-t lino tn Ihf K on tin- IWth line. Mean 
•nprwn nf totior. A tin, tong tor tram, or concert 
70 
60 
75 
35 
60 
20 
35 
60 
30 
36 
CO I 
60 
35 
50 
30 
GO 
35 
40 
OHPKB BY 
ICUMHIiU ONLY. 
1462. Schumann, R. Op. 23, No. 1. Nacht- 
stiicke Nocturne). Grade VII. 
One of SchumaunV best piattosolos. ltdeinands tine 
expressive power* from the jilayerand grent variety 
iu touch and toue color, with finely graded contrasts 
in dynamics. 
1483. Clarke, H. A. Dream After the Con¬ 
cert. Grade IV.-. 
Introducing well-known passages from the com- 
po.sitiou.s of Beethoven, Chopin, Weber, Wagner, 
fck-hiibert, Mozart, ami Paderewski. All skillfully 
woven iuto a connected piece. A pleasing novelty. 
1484. Webb, F. R. Op. 09, No. 1. Album 
Leaf. Grade III. 
A decidedly line melody, well written and richly 
harmonized, yet comparatively easy. Recoin mended 
as a good reaching piece of formative music. Sure to 
please both pupil and teacher. 
1485. Caswell, Adell. Fairy Glen Waltz. 
Grade IV....... 
A charming waltz in the popular style. Gives good 
practice for free work with the right hand in single 
notes. Without octaves. 
1486. Sacks, Nathan. Op. L Cradle Song. 
Grade V. 
This is a good study for securing a light and flexible 
movement of the left hand, atul for bringing out a 
clear melody with the right, and for touch contrast. 
M87. Grieg-, Ed. Op. 12, No. 3. Watcher’s 
Night Song. Grade Vir. 
A rich composition. Giver fine-chord work while 
playing a elcur melody is a pari of a chord. Good 
practice in voloeiiv runs. To a pupil skilled in ilia 
Mason “ Velocity linns” this piece will be easy, not 
above Gride V to him. 
1488. Zannoni, Pietro. Op. 252. By 
Moonlight. Barcarole. Grade V... 
A pleasing and voice-like thetne. Furnishes good 
prm th-ein light nuw,and iu melody touch iu contrast 
with the neutral tone-color of the accompaniment, 
1189. Mercier, Charles. Op. 0. Evening 
Reverie. Grade IV. 
Fully annotated. A grt.il study in touch ami stvlet 
The melody is pleasing and of higher style than ordi- 
1490. Moszkowski, M. Op. 15, No. 
Valse Romantique. Grade VII 
'"T1 r,<«e- .Not so difficult for a 'large 
wn J n ,k', led "> cllonl *0<1 octavo playing, 
fine fU.wri>aJ * Work give" for hf'oging it up to a 
1491. Eyer, Frank L. 
Grade V. 
tmirl," wmlT? ' ke*(]iiires*a"*dVseri'rninatlng 
tou.il. Will please 1 ho*,of relined taste,whileplea£ 
ing lo anyone liking good music. * 
1492. Morey Fred. L. Op. 39, No. 1. 
Waltz. Grade IV... 
sPX%.;rvra'A s,kj“ 
Morey, Fred. L. Lullaby. Grade TV 
tmLdMoCiThamr" W<"k fl’''li*ht-'>'-P«nil 
GNeUl Thomas. Op. 08. No. 1. The 
Parade. March. Grade III 
a march of mure than usual merit 
octavea. (io«l for school marching. ' " llllout 
°'SS: °°-6a 
Beliczay, J. v. Op. 26 No s 
Barcarolle. Grade V ’ ' 5' 
Li uni^p!' ''lillVTnSed" ''» » jtoiini'teii 
continuity in phnoting and the finerS£f*!he Jed^ 
Kavanagh, Ignatius. Op. 7 Pr¬ 
emiere Mazurka. Grade VT 
in melody and arpeggio playing* ' G<W“ l‘ractl™ 
Morey, Fred. L. On 30 ^ 
“ a.: 
i~.,-.. ,-..j ,z; Ag-sa 
5. 
Op. 6. Evening. 
1495, 
1496. 
1497. 
1498. 
1499. 
40 
30 
30 
ORDEB BY 
HUMBER ONLY. 
1602. Grieg, Edward. Op. 6, No. 3 Humor- 
esque. Grade V. 
Fully annotated. A superior study for’the’i'tX Sums in a good expression and coi'itrasted touch 
o octaves, aud a superior piece. “* 
1603. O’Neill, Thos. Op. 67. Among the 
Daisies. Grade IV. 
Particularly pleasing Will rival 'i!an®i"we'lW. 
known Flower 6oug. Requires a free and fciibte 
touch from both hands. J- urnlshea good practice fo? 
tm-lmly touch and the high-hand touch on buthsinLle 
notes aud on octaves. 6le 
SC 
Fascination Waltz. 
4« 
 
1604. Wachs, Paul. 
Grade VI. .. 
A vivo walls of marked brilliancy. Gives’Dractfea 
in velocity runs aud light linger work, aud in a briU 
ltaut staccato. 
1605. O’Neill, T. Op. 64. Through the 
Clover. Dance Grazioso. Grade 
A fine piece. Gives practice in dotted iioti and 
group reading for rhythm. Few octaves onlv 
Spirited and brilliant, 
30 1606. O’Neill, T. Op. 65. Ere We Part 
(Ehe wir scheiden). Grade IV. 
Brilliant and pleasing. Has for a motto, “Another 
waltz before we part, ere we shall sav good night.” 
Requires a light touch iu several of its passages. 
, 1607. Bohm, C. Op. 302, No. 2. To Mv 
Star. Grade V  
A superior composition. Requires a good touch! 
Has a brilliant cadenza which will require much 
separate practice, but it will Is- verv eUeetive when 
learned. A good piece for public use' by pupils. 
1608. O'Neill, T. On Roller Skates. 
35 Waltz. Grade 1. 30 
Contains uo octaves. A good piece for arousing a 
flagging interest in a young pupil. 
1609. O'Neill, T. Op. 68, No. 2. At the 
Swing. Grade II  30 
A pleasing little piece. Well worth the work of 
learning. Contains no octaves. Has a passage for 
the hand touch on small chords. 
1610. Henselt, A. Op. 2, No. 6. If I Were 
a Bird (Si Oiseau j’Etais). Grade 
VII.... 35 
Annotated by Dr. Mason and others. Suggestions 
for making it easier for amateurs. A great favorite 
for concert purposes. 
1611. Zimmermann, J. F. Gavotte. 
Pleasant Dreams. Grade V.. 40 
Also adapted lo the orchestra, in the popular 
style. Pleasing, and presents good points for study 
to the piano pupil. Clear phrases. 
1612. Chipmann, Edgar P. Up to Date 
Valse. Grade VI. 6f 
Brilliant and full of life. Good for daucing use& 
Lives good practice in developing a spirited style. 
1613. Samary, Francis. Hungarian 
Gypsy. Caprice Hongrois. Grade 
V.  50 
A good piece. Requires a brilliant style and good 
playing to make it the most effective. Will repay 
the work'given to bring it up to a fine performance. 
1614. Rathbun, F. G-. Impromptu Ma¬ 
zurka. Grade V. 40 
Decidedly superior composition. Abounds in fine 
points. Rives good practice in rnauy tine effects of 
touch and expression. 
1615. Rathbun, F. G. The Sylphide. 
Grade IV.  50 
Excellent practice given in light and rapid finger 
W’*riT‘ *v,es under the hand easily. Can be played 
without octaves. A superior piece. 
1616. Hogan, Parke V. Op. 4, No. L 
Menuet in F. Grade III. 30 
Contains no octaves. Is a pleasing piece. Fur* 
nlshes valuable practice in a light-band touch on 
small ehords. Gives independent work for the left 
35 
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30 
35 
35 
30 
30 
20 
35 
. . . A good 
accompaniment. 
iT *!£»£• t. SKK- ««.yt 
l« ‘re*u crea-MgM mo*, ,oc wtu 
1601. Karganoff, G. On on -vr 
6- 
Go.il study in rlut-nlo "uf, h»nd hT^'i 
r-ndcot work. Cared,B» n»teh inde- 
“»'*• '’--T. ^e'wbieLdT ^' Qooi ,tud7 1» 
30 
30 
35 
20 
1617. Haberbier, E. Op. 53, No. 3. The 
-A-’Wfikaning of Spring. Grade VII 
More airaciilt than it looks, !>ecause of its unusual 
rapidity of tempo. Require* a nice and delicate use 
*lnper* and hands. >fuch staccato alternating 
with legato in slurs. Contrasts and accenting are 
J™juent and sudden. Decidedly a superior composi- 
1618. Godard, Charles. Ballet des Papil- 
lons. Op. 69. Grade V. 
\ ver- stt|>erior piece liy one of the best of the 
modern popular composer,. Without octavea. Calls 
, r a nisenminating touch. Will be useful for pupils' 
musicalea. 
1619. Bissell, A. D. 
Gmde VI...... . .. 
♦J?'!!16 nnilnary. Good study for hand 
?,t*1 Joterlocking posit ions. However, not 
*Vn.,er oc^n«* Requires an aeccutijigof inner 
c- of chorda In some ol the movements. 
1620. Hoamer, Wells R. Gay Spirits. 
Grade IV. 
•till1*1*?/11 ?n4 spirited. Is almost a polka as to 
S'j-le. Popular and pleasing. 
2t 
Alla Tarantella. 
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HOME. 
Hsnri Marteau, the violinist, will be with us again 
this season. 
Clarence Eddy will play an organ concerto with 
Thomas’ Chicago Orchestra in November. 
The Musical Messenger recommends Wordsworth’s 
plain living and high thinking ” to musicians. 
The 11 mnsic-cure ” is the latest fad. To this one can 
Eo and hear music suited to every kind of ailment. 
^UMMKL a PiAse de resistance for next season is 
e .andtnavian composer Stenhammer’s Concerto in 
8 Bat minor. 
CoNFtDgRATE soldiers declared that they would have 
oqnered in the Civil War could they have been led by 
Ur. George F. Root’s songs. 
pho* ’^SSPH Adamowski, 'cellist of the Boston Sym- 
Pa/T* rcbe8tra, and Miss Antoinette Sznmowtka, 
arews i 8 only pupil, are to be married. 
Mriabl ^U'A ®CSSKLLi a Cleveland soprano, has won an 
«mnt 6f repntat'on *n England. She returns to this 
7 or a concert tour in the coming season. 
Md &/■ WlSSZK0"^. Leschetisky’s favorite pnpil 
BeTeral8 8taUt’ '8 Com'ng to America. She will give 
YorkDCe^8 an<^ ^en ^evotG herself to teaching in 
^•diool >• i»DllC 8C“°°1 music and 14 ye old tim 
i» tbj |&n(j ^ as 6°ne to join the ranks of sweet i 
The Worcester (Mass.) Musical Festival will be given 
from the 21st to the 26th of September. These festi¬ 
vals, of which the coming one will be the thirty-ninth, 
are justly celebrated for their excellence. 
Georoe F. Bristow, the veteran composer and teacher, 
has completed a grand symphony for chorus and orches¬ 
tra. “Niagara” is the subject. It is to be hoped that 
the stupendous theme has received some approach to 
adequate treatment. 
Through a typographical error in the August Etude 
Mr. Sousa’s latest and most ambitions musicsl work is 
referred too as “ Ontario ” instead of “Oratorio.” It 
deals with the Crucifixion and Christ’s command to His 
followers to preach the Gospel to all nations. 
Carl Halir, an eminent violinist of the classical 
school, will visit America this season. Interpretation 
is his fort6 and chief aim, although bis technic is superb. 
He plays practically everything in violin literature. No 
other violinist has so large a working repertoire. He is 
said to surpass even Joachim. 
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach has been awarded a Colum¬ 
bian bronze medal and diploma for valuable collections 
of musical works, including songs, a mass, concerto 
and jubilate, for dedication of the Woman’s Building at 
the Columbian Exposition, for the great care and study 
shown in the conception and technical detail. 
Mr. Godowsky seems to have been by all odds the 
ghtest of the stars at the M. T. N. A. this year. The 
ivention was not a success financially. Interest has 
>D lagging for several years. There ought to be some 
y of making this a success from every point of view, as 
ire is certainly room for an annual convocation of 
;ional musicians, and great benefit to be derived there¬ 
in, if properly managed and appreciated. 
Notable programs were rendered at Ocean Grove, 
J., in connection with the Summer School of Theol- 
r They comprised Haydn’s Oratorio, “ The Cre- 
Bn,» Handel’s “Messiah,” and an orchestral con- 
t ’ The New York Symphony Orchestra, under Wal- 
Damrosch, a chorus from the New York Oratorio 
;iety, a children’s chorns of 1000 voices, and a long 
of eminent soloists, including Mines. De \ ere Sspio 
1 Lillian Blauvelt, and Herr Emil Fischer, comb.ned 
make these occasions musically brilliant and ,D£reet' 
They were given under the auspices of the Ocean 
jve Camp Meeting Association. These disintereste 
-”P“. *”d tbo« of th« B-kb” ’“Sj, 
forsigk. 
I.b npnnle have a music and musical instru- 
Paderewski has now some reason to hope that his 
son will be cared of his spinal difficulty. 
Li Hutto Ciutio, the famous Chinese statesman, it 
said to be particularly food of the piano. 
Beethoven's music was nowhere more warmly ap¬ 
preciated during his life than in England. 
Iris said that “the Welsh and Hungarians” are the 
two most tnneful peoples to day on this planet. 
Dr. John Frederick Bridge succeeds Sir Joseph 
Barnley as conductor of the Royal Choral Society. 
A srtctAL attraction at the second Bavarian Exhibi¬ 
tion, at Nuremberg, is the telephonic transmission to 
that city of the Munich court opera. 
Miss Jrsbie Shay, the young American pianist, who 
has studied exclusively in America, will appear in con¬ 
cert this season in Germany and Russia. 
Brahms has been elected a member of the Paris 
Academy of Fine Arts, although bis music is not pleas¬ 
ing to the warm blooded, volatile Frenchman. 
Tni music teacher of Japan is always either a lady or 
a blind man, who has received a musical degree. Vocal 
and instrumental music are always taught simultane¬ 
ously. 
Jean de Reszke as Tristan at Bayreuth woo the high¬ 
est encomiums for both bis singing and acting, although 
as he portrayed the poetic courtier rather than the 
warrior, he was not wholly realistic. 
The Beethoven Society of Bonn is in possession of 
the pianoforte used by Beethoven in the latter years of 
his life. It is provided with a special resonator so that 
the composer could better hear himself. 
“Some years since,” says Louis I<ombard, “a Vien¬ 
nese pianist was engaged to direct the Imperial Con¬ 
servatory at Tokio. Recently, however, the conceited 
Japs decided that Western musical guidance was no 
longer a necessity.” 
“ Nicholas Dumba, of Vienna, has found and pur¬ 
chased,” says the Jxmdon Netes, “ the autograph of a 
hitherto unknown overture by Frans Schubert. Iu au¬ 
thenticity has besu endorsed by some of the best Vien¬ 
nese authorities.” 
It is reported that Herr Anton Bruckner, the famous 
Viennese composer, has dedicated his Ninth Symphony to 
God. The Musical Standard remarks that “without 
intention of irreverence, God is the only being who has 
time or patience to listen to Bruckner's works." 
Another notable instance of musical transmission is 
the bringing of M. Dnvernoy’s new opera, “Belle," 
from the Grand Opera, Paris, into an electrophone in a 
London theatre. The electrophone, so popular in 
Europe, i§ Hill comparatively unknown in this country. 
Siegfried Wagner is said by Marie Brema to posses* 
“ wonderful power and decision as a conductor, and 
ample intelligence, bnt has not as yet a particle of mag 
netism.” 8on of Wagner, grandson of Liszt, he u cer 
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tainly ble*»ed above all Ht'iuk mortals with a rich rauai 
cal heredity. 
Thc Wanner Festival at Bayreuth haa been more 
largely attended by French rnueic loveraatid critics than 
ever before, llundreda of ticketa hare been ordered 
from Paria. Sj muaic brings into sympathy antagonis¬ 
tic nations aa nothing else can. It might justly be termed 
the peace making art. 
Thc Bayreuth performances of Wagner a Operas 
seem not to please the modern critic. There ia, indeed, 
strong reason for thinking that they are not up to the 
required mark. They certainly prove that if we must 
choose between poor principals and a poor ensemble 
the latter ia the least of evils. 
A tai.cativc and ill-bred woman who seemed to resent 
Paderewski's evident disinclination to keep his handson 
exhibition at a millionaire’s reception on Fifth Avenue, 
finally inquired aa delicately aa she knew how why he 
wore his hair so long. “ I do it, my dear Madame,” he 
replied, “ so as to aff >rd entertainment to those who are 
tired of looking at my hands.” 
Thc patent resonator manufactured by the Piano 
Resonator Co., Limited (Daniel Mayer), London, is 
said by critics to make a vast difference in the timbre of 
the lone ot even the best-made pianos. Indeed, the 
“ better made and finer toned the piano, the greater the 
improvement made by the resonator,” says one of these 
critics. It imparls great richness of tone. 
Tbccr is talk of establishing a national musical festi¬ 
val for Ireland which will tend to foster and preserve 
the national music of the country as the Eistedfodd 
doe* of Wales. The annual gathering together of the 
Welsh for their great national Kite began in that remote 
antiqui'y when D »ne and Saxon drove them into the 
rocky fastnesses that finally became the nation's home. 
Paris has a society, the Schola Cantorum, for the 
propagation and purification of classic music. M. 
Alexandre Gnilmant is the president, and is an enthusi¬ 
ast in the work of “restoring” ancient musical MSS. 
—no sinecure, by the way—and freeing it from the “vile 
and hideous mutilations,” to which good M. Joseph 
A-.dran, the eminent organist of St. Fracqais de Sales, 
calls attention with tears in his eyes. 
LISZT'S PEN-PIOTURE OF CHOPIN. 
restrained it within the limits of perfect good taste, 
holding at a suspicious distance all that could wound 
the most fastidious delicacy. He never made use of » 
inelegant word, even in his moments of the most entire 
familiarity ; an improper movement, a coarse jest wou 
lave be" n locking to him. Through a strict exclusion 
of all subjects relat.ng to himself from conversation 
through a constant reserve with regard to his own feel 
ings, he always succeeded in leaving a happy impression 
behind him.—The Keyboard. 
Chopin's individuality rarely excited the investiga¬ 
tions of curiosity, or awakened vivid scrutiny. He 
pleaded too much to excite much r<fl-ction. The en¬ 
semble of bis person was harmonious, and called for no 
especial commentary H a bine eye was more spiritual 
than dreamy, hia bland smile never writhed into bitter¬ 
ness Tne transparent delicacy of his complexion 
plea-wd the eye, his hair was soft and silky, his nose 
slightly squilme, his bearing so distinguished, and his 
manners stamped with so much breeding, that involun¬ 
tarily be was always treated en prince. His gestures 
were manly and graceful; the tone of his voice was 
veiled, often s iflcd ; bis stamre was low, and his limbs 
slight. He constantly reminded ns of a convolvulus 
balancing its heaven-colored cnp upon an incredibly 
slight stem, the tissue of which is so like vapor that the 
slightest contact wonnds and tears the misty corolla. 
His manners in society possessed that serenity of 
mood which distinguishes those whom no ennni annoys, 
because they expect no interest. He was generally gay, 
hie caustic spirit caught the ridiculous rapidly and far 
below the surface at which it usoally strikes the eye. 
He displayed a rich vein of drollery in pantomime. He 
often amused himself by reproducing musical formulas 
and peculiar tricks of certain virtuosi, in the most bur 
leeqae and comic improvisations, in imitating their 
gestures, their movements, in counterfeiting their faces 
with a tale which instantly depicted their whole person¬ 
ality. His own features would then become scarcely 
recognizable, he would force the strangest metamor¬ 
phoses upon them, but when mimicking the ngly and 
grotesque he never lost his own natural grace. Grimace 
was never carried far enough to disfigure him; his 
gaiety was so much the more piquant because be always 
A OHOIOE LI8T OF PIECES. 
Ws are constantly receiving letters asking for good 
concert pieces of all grades. We have the following 
from an eminent teacher, who gives weekly concerts or 
musicales, which are listened to by the class, college 
students, and many musical friends pupils, and teachers 
from the city. Every one was used the past year, and 
all with success. The grades are given grading from I 
to X. Content is taken into consideration as well as 
technical difficulties in the grade numbers. As this is 
the time of year for ordering a new and fresh stock of 
teaching music, this list will be of value to our readers. 
—Editor. 
Autumn Leaves, V.Schumann. 
Au Matin, V.Gjdard. 
Andante in F, VII.Beethoven. 
Alceste, Vlll.Gluck, St Saeas, Mason. 
Andante in E flit, from Concerto in C, VII, 
Mozart, Relnecke. 
Chacone, V.Durand. 
C infession, IV. Schttlt. 
Capriccio Brilliant—B minor, op. 22, for two 
pianos, C, VIII.Reinecke. 
Cauzonetta, VI.Von Wilm, Ed. by C. W. Land n. 
CacUouca.op. 79, Vlll.R»ff. 
Chanson Hongroise, op 27, Vlll.A. Dupont. 
Chariot Rice, VI.Schytte. 
Cauaene, VI.Goldner. 
D inse Allenmnde, tV.Schehlmaun. 
Die Lorelei, Vlll.E B Perry. 
Evening Calm, op. 8, No 4 V. .Zischneid. 
Ert-Kuip, VI. .Sehunert, Heller. 
Tne Flatterer, VI.Chaminade. 
Marcel, VI. Godard. 
Polka Boheme, VI.Rubinstein. 
The Evening Bell, 111.K'llsk. 
Iddin. V. Lack. 
G iod-N ght, IV.Schvie. 
L'Arpa, VIII.R ff. 
From Fairy Land, V.Schehlmann. 
Valse Lente. VI.Scbutt. 
P ilonaise in D, VIII.Schumann. 
Norwegian Bridal Procession, VIII.Gray. 
Bubbling Spring, VI.Reve King. 
L.ve Song, VI.Henselt. 
Rondo Canriccioso, on. 14 Vlll.Mendelssohn. 
Witches’ D .nee, op. 81. No. 5, V.Concone. Cady. 
R'sesde Boheme, Wa'tz, VI. Kowalski. 
Tne S ar, VI.. ... ..De Kontski. 
S-icond Mazurka V1   Grdard 
Givot.ePqiante V. ....'.'.'.'.E H Marsh! 
E'helmda, op. 14 No 2. VI. Sherwood 
Ballet Music, op. 44, No. 4. VI, Allegro non Garto, 
Novellette, op 99. No. 9, B minor, VII.Schumann 
Karmen nov Ostrow, VII. Rubinstein 
Mnne0tftreA8lren8' °?T R V,F.Wollenhaupt'. Minuet a 1 Antique, op. 14, No. 1, VI, v 
S ikantala, Valse. VI. Paderewski, Mason. 
Girard Gavotte. ..' 
.:...RT,|k£ 
";5r;rop * *s- 
Saving Song. VIL..  Paderewski. 
Poeme d'Amonr, VII..H-nselt. 
Serenata, VI.’.Henselt. 
Menuetto in B minor. VI.Mmzkowski. 
Melody in F, VI... ...Schubert. 
R >manza, V.   Rubinstein. 
Invitation to the Dance, vil.-••-•..Andrus. 
Valse Caprice. VIII......  W.. 
Night Song in F, op 28 VIL..R H n8te,S’ Landon. 
Sonata in E minor, El No 307 VI.o’-'humann. 
Les Couriers. VII.... . ’ VI.0a7dn. Litolff. 
Kuyawiak VII. TTR:,ter. 
Satellite, VII. .U' W*eniaw«k,, L ndon. 
Foreboding,, VI (pubhsh^d by Whi\7smShAldeD’ Jr> 
. Schumann. 
La Cascade, VII. p 
Cachoucba, op. 79, Vlll.Re' 
Prisoner and the Swallow VI. “■ 
Rose of the Heather, op. 88. .R'eIisuW 
Funeral March, v II  Ohrmi- 
Silver Spring, VII. ---Hawin’ 
Polacca, op. 12 two pianos, VII. w 
Chariot Rice, VI.Sehvtte 
William Tell, Overture, 4 hds., (Augtner td ) ’ 
VI and II.• 
Narcissus, op. 13. No. 4, VII.v . ' 
Andante in F. Cotta ed . No. 149, Vlll.Beethoven 
Variations in F, op 34 VUI .Beethoven 
Delahaye Valse, op 18. II. ’e"' 
Witches' Dance, VII.Paganini,Wallace 
Sw-di«h Wedding March, V.Giderman' 
If I Were s Bird 2 pianos, VI.Henselt. 
My Heart is Ever Faithful.Bach, Laodon 
Field’s Nocturne in Bl> No. 5, VI. 
BLASTS FKOM THE "RAM’S HORN" FOE 
MUSIC PEOPLE. 
Some people would say more if they didn’t talk so 
much. 
There is no rest in idleness. 
The loafer never blames the right man for his bad luck. 
How soon the soul statves when it begins to look at 
everything through money. 
Look out for the man who makes a specialty of point¬ 
ing out faults in others. 
God has never yet found time to make a world that a 
shiftless man could prosper in. 
One pound ot learning requires ten pounds of com¬ 
mon sense to apply it. 
It is impossible to live any higher than we look. 
Overcoming a difficulty changes it into a bleising. 
Mast troubles will run when we look them fairly in the 
face. 
No man can give his best service where he has not 
first given his heart. 
It is hard to please people who never know what thej 
want. 
There is hope for the man who does not have to fall 
down more than once to learn how to stand up. 
The lessons that we learn in the school of experience 
cost the most, but they are remembered the longest. 
In w sdom. God has ordained that the same golden 
opportunity shall never knock at the same door twite. 
The devil spends a good deal of time in persuading 
one talent people to believe that nothing is expeettd o! 
them. 
Opportunity makes short calls. When one is out il 
leaves a card and moves on. 
It is always expensive to be wrong. 
A man who does well to day, may do better to-morrow 
The goldfinch would never smg if it had to lean 
from the guinea hqn. 
Tne man who will not look ahead will have to s sy 
behind. ,. , 
The man works hard who spends his time looking or 
an easy place. .. , . 
Win a child’s heart, and you will have something 
will brighten two lives—yours and his. 
Selfishness is the microbe that sours the swee 
natnre. 
Whoever haB a bad habit has a master. 
A fault will attract more attention to us than an • 
The man who has a ‘' big head ” often wears a 
There are people who never care for music excefi 
when they play the firsi fiddle. , ,, 
The days are never too long for the man w P 
heart into his work. . „0 
To have too much help is no better than to 
help. , „|f. 
There is no deception more dangerous t 
deception. , . i;t«. 
It is a waste of breath to talk any loader tns■ ■ |# 
The best 'hing to do when we make a mis 
make it teach us something. ... , _00d(nr 
Whoever is good in the right way will t> g 
something. j l0ir([ 
No man will make any kind of a move to 
on to perfection until he is shewn some kin 
fection that he may hope to go on to. rwii- 
To shrink from self-deuiahs to push thee p 
ness away from our lips. , _u 
Turn a thinker loose, and yon shake the wj)ticg 
Until we are willing to be guided we ar 
to be helped. _lnn!tisS*^ 
It is not those who have the best opp°r 
make the best use of them. . -..ttocsf*- 
I' is a misfortune not to know, bat ft fin we gt 
We can only do our best when we are 
right. , • _ 
Much doing is not so important as well o' 
Difficulties overcome become horses w 
chariot. , n0 b**1' 
Hard work is very hard to those who p 
in it. 
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Questions anfl Snsweijs. 
_ mhidrlberB are Invited to send In questions for this depart- 
* . Plsase write them on one Bide of the paper only, and not 
“e!L thAr things on the same sheet. In Evert Case the 
mu Address most be Uiven, or the questions will 
attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
recei’Jmimtions in The Etude. Questions that have no general 
iQtsrWt will not receive attention ] 
k A it is impossible to say who is the greatest of living violin- 
There are so many in the front rank that individual preferences 
lUionritJ. sway the judgment. The following may be mentioned as 
oMbe highest excellence: Joachim, Ysaye, Sarasate, Sauret. Per¬ 
haps the most famous of dead violinists is Paganini, but that does 
not by any means imply that he was the greatest. 
<> paderew>ki has written pome songs. His name is pronounced 
something hke pa-droof-sky; the exact pronunciation cannot be rep¬ 
resent in English- 
3 Your musical club ought to be able to make up a programme 
much bptter than any one unfamiliar with their powers can. All of 
Mozart's four-hand pieces may be procured in one small volume. 
Mozart did not die destitute, hut he was far from being well off. 
4 You are entirely mistaken in your supposition as to the reason 
whv ut was changed to do. It was done simply because do was a 
better syllable to vocalize than ut. 
D. A. B.—Use Landon’s “Reed-Orjran Studies,” Yols. I and II, for 
your pupils, after completing Instruction Book. Vol. I covers im¬ 
portant ground if your pupil has not been through and has not prac¬ 
ticed well. Give the scales by key relationship, as C, G, D, A, etc. 
The minor scales are easiest learned by beginning with C, so far as 
their fiugering is concerned, as they finger the same as the s ime- 
named major scales, wii hone exception. SeeLandon’s ‘Foundation 
Materials for the Piano,” a new instruction book, issued tnis month 
—September. Don’t waste time or money on the mandolin, banjo, or 
guitar. 
A. M.S.—Landon’s “Reed-Organ Method” has foreign fingering. 
There are three volumes of reed-organ studies, by the same author, 
especially adapted for fine-art playing on this instrument. 
H. A. Y.—Piano teachers can get fullest information and be sure 
that iheyare doing good work if they will study Landou’s “R^ed- 
Organ Method” and his three volumes of reni-organ studies and his 
aet of special rced-organ pieces of sheet music. In them every point 
is fully explained, over and over, and illustrated with pieces, where 
the points are mentioned in detail, by the numbeied measure. 
Then, too, the music is especially for the reed-orgau. Yes, it is a 
great mistake to attempt to use Richardson’s “Piano Method” on 
the reed-organ: you might as well give her a Greek grammar and try 
to make her play the organ from it. 
See other paragraphs in this column for answer to one of your 
quest ions. 
Gite your pupil who dislikes study, but likes to play for her own 
pleasure, Landon’s M Foundation Materials for the Piano,” a new work 
made especially to interest children and those who like playing better 
than practice. Your pupils will find exactly the thing in a set of 
eaiy pieces for the reed-organ, edited and arranged by Mr. Landon 
and published at The Etude office. 
A.C.—Count 6-8 time, six counts to a measure at first, then two. 
There are but two beats to a measure of this kind of time, and it 
goes comparatively fast because of this fact. The harmonies or 
chords being minor, and the last lowest note with its chord will gen¬ 
erally show if the piece is major or minor. A working knowledge 
of harmony will always show you in what mode you are playing. 
S. y 0.—See list of best teaching and concert pieces, of medium and 
difficult grades, in this issue. 
Write to the publisher of The Etcde for Examina- 
don Questions aud Reed-Organ Siudies. They will be sent to you on 
•chc ion, so that any you do not wish can be returned. 
2 The Mathews “Standard Graded Course” will serve your pur- 
l*0*® of u graded course. 
L. M.—Berlin possesses the greatest number of good teachers. 
-ip*ic has not kept pace with the progress of other centers of art 
J*1 lUQftic- The conservatories admit pupils of almost any grade, 
o^ate teachers, like Raif Klindworth, may delegate the teaching 
0 1 e less advanced to some assistant. For general development the 
comer vat ory is to be preferred. After one has been therefor a term 
it ia time enough to decide about private instruction. Do 
»o ccpie °D any conservatory until you are on the spot and have 
1 all the prominent ones. It is astonishing how much we can 
^rowtiat suits our own peculiar needs in a few days. The American 
*D4U a!e a llst stopping-places of Americans and Epglish- 
j'^utt is pronounced shuet; Karganoff, kar'-gab-noff; 
. sgam-t>ah- ee; Schytte, sheet-teh'. All the important 
P’ . ,Q mus‘c\ with their pronunciation, may be found in our new 
°nary, now in course of publication. 
chwicai SC*ent,®c devel°F>mentof tbe hand, by the use of me- 
liuAg ^ .l° terflnic> *)0th with the hand gymnasium and free- 
^l*C8v The Etude believes to be not only desirable, but 
*■*!» aid6 h*al 8IK* <*ec*(*e<* aic*s to technical development That 
•Pftreni °U^ U8e(l in moderation and with discretion is 
*x,rci*e vh1*18 bC8t in the world niay be abused. Physical 
devgotg en °ver^one, results disastrously, but when rightly used, 
fcT®ry power. 
H. 8. X._Tb* 
^irdirecto * duties and rights of an organist and 
r •oust depend largely on their relative competence. If 
nut* re*P6ct» their relations are easily settl'd. If 
a* Id* po?‘se*80r °* superior musical knowledge ought, of 
first place. Supposing they are equal in musical 
e uly of the director is to select the music and decitje 
c*1**, 1 
U<wl*lgs, 
out his designs. If as tot. ’v *» 
sician and the organ," D,H » “u‘ 
it’nrssSSSSri-i 
’the church” or can ••4io ' a ,„J. ,b^ «- 
sing a tone are as incalculable as the X rays. 
LETTERS TO PUPIL8. 
By John S. Van Clste. 
N. D.—Ion ask how shall the accents be observed 
in a series of measures when there is a prolonged cres¬ 
cendo. This question has the strong recommendation 
ot being entirely aside from the beaten track, while it 
also recommends itself by its being thoroughly prac¬ 
tical. 
To be sure, how are yon, daring a prolonged upgrade, 
to indicate those special bits of stress which are ordina¬ 
rily requisite for apprising the listener as to the time of 
day with the composer’s thoughts, those recurrences of 
correspondent form which we call measures, that, like 
the nodes in a bamboo fishing-rod, mark with uniform 
signs the processes of growth. 
The decided announcement of the down-beat, or the¬ 
sis, of the measure is indispensable and to be cultivated 
with the most extreme care, but there is nothing in 
human life, or human music, which is absolutely with¬ 
out exception, and this is one of them. When yon are 
making a crescendo you must not break the gradations 
of power with any bumps or palpitating beats for the 
sake of heralding the entrance of each measure. On 
the contrary, the acme of the beautiful in a crescendo or 
a diminuendo lies in its exquisite and unbroken equality 
of change. The slightest unevenness is bad and when 
the d fficulty of changing the force of the tour is en¬ 
hanced by prolonging the alteration through a long 
series of slight increasingg or diminishing*, the necessity 
of exactness becomes imperative. Do not pay any at¬ 
tention to advertising the entrance of each separate 
measure when a long crescendo or diminuendo is work¬ 
ing itself out under your fingers; make the declivity 
which you ascend or descend a hill-slope perfect as 
geometry and clothed with a surface of velvet grass. 
The beauty of accentuation is most apparent where the 
music is progressing on a level plain of uniform inten¬ 
sities, whether piano, forte, or mezzo, bat it is difficult 
to produce aa accent in a pianissimo or fortissimo. 
In the former case, daring a pianissimo, the tiny pal¬ 
pitation, which alone would be permissible, isd.fficultto 
manage, and in the latter case, during a fortissimo, it is 
difficult to secure strength enongh. Accents are of two 
general kinds: special and implied. The former kind 
must always be indicated by some mark or an abridged 
word, and may fall either upon the heavy or the light 
beats of the measure; the latter need not be indicated 
and must be introduced frequently, but without much 
parade. 
S —You say your pupil can recognize errors, but 
tell whether a piano is in tone. By errors you 
,bly mean dropped stitches (notes omitted) or false 
es (notes misplaced). To recognize the gaps where 
are omitted, if the music be neither very fast nor 
slow, but is proceeding at a moderate pace, would 
idicate any high degree of either instinct or mtelli- 
, as regards music, for the awkward silence is read- 
scernible, and if there be no silence, but the stum- 
made by proceeding too soon to tbe next note, 
is a violation in the continnity and fitness of wo¬ 
rn which is extremely noticeable. An easy exam- 
be found by taking the familiar hymn-tune, 
on, and omitting the second half of JMMons four 
id proceeding immediacy to the (d). *nd 
eventh measure by omitting -he second half and 
eding immediately to the (g). 
3 nof consider the ability to detect mistakes a. a 
of special musical power. 
to the second part of your question, namely^ your 
b lack of discriminating power » , 
of intonation, that is a very senon. defeet 
, should, by every possible means, be attacked, and 
hazards be conquered. 
iriginates, probably, from the pupil s parents betng 
culpably neglectful about keeping the piano in tune. I 
am ao ardent American, an enthusiastic lover ot my 
country, but there are some callous spots of unaccount¬ 
able stupidity in our American usages which are above 
measure, queer. Just here is one of the queerest. A 
father will boy an expensive piano for his children and 
will pour out hundreds of dollars through tbe hydrant of 
tuition in a rapid and steady current, and then he will 
grudge the ten dollars per annum which would keep the 
piano in perfect tone, an instrument of music, not of 
torture, and if asked to pay GO cents for a recital ticket 
he groans as if ruin impended. 
The only way to combat these two evils and to rescue 
the victims of misplaced economy is to talk a»d write 
and write and talk, and then write and talk some mote, 
till by a million hypodermic injections of msihetic com¬ 
mon sense our people learn to be really musical. 
If your pupil's ear has been vitiated by constantly 
practicing on an ill-toned piano, the first thing is to in¬ 
sist npon that nuisance being immediately abated and 
permanently stamped out. In the second place, I would 
advise that the pupil either study violin or attend sight- 
reading classes and take some sneb course of training in 
the comprehension of mnsic by ear as is outlined in 
Ritter's exercises. Even a naturally dull ear is capable 
of vast improvement, and not infrequently it happens 
that a pupil is possessed of an accurate ear, but, owing to 
circumstances, may never have developed the intel¬ 
lectual power to discriminate and recognise intervals. 
Ooe of my boyhood companions at the Institution for tbe 
Blind, at Columbus, Ohio, Mr. Albert T. Bohrer, studied 
piano when a boy, and was thought to be extremely de¬ 
fective in tbe matter of ear. yet by directing his attention 
to it with care and patience he became an expert piano- 
tuner, and for ten years was in charge of that depart¬ 
ment at tbe Columbus institution. 
Miss N. 8.—As to your first question, “Is it advisable 
for a pupil to practice on a piano with a stiff action T“ I 
would say the most advisable action for any one, pupil 
or artist, is neither very heavy nor very light There 
may, perhaps, be about three grades which are good end 
advisable in a piano action, and I will call theae heavy, 
medium, and light, while the very heavy and very light 
should always be discarded. Extreme cold and extreme 
heat, frost and fire, prodnee a similar * fleet upon the 
flesh and performance npon a key-board ; either very 
heavy or very light, from opposite causes, will have the 
same blemish; minute shadings will be absent If the 
keys are so heavy as to resist the fingers appreciably, or 
so light that they destroy the sense of contact, fine 
gradations of nuance (shading) become impossible. 
A girl of fifteen should have a light action, and only 
persons of large physical mold, such aa our atalwarl 
Teutonic brethren, should nse a heavy action. 
Second, tbe cause of the piano keys sticking lies, of 
course, in the many jointed mechanism of this com 
pound lever called the piano key. Perhaps the most 
fruitful cause of sticking is found in the pins which 
stand under tbe front ends of the keys- By a little twist 
this peg, or pin, can either leave tbe keys with too much 
lateral wabble, or else can bind them fast so that they 
200 the bttjde 
TH0DQHT8—SUGGESTIONS—ADVICE. 
PRACTICAL POINTS BV KMINKNT TEACHERS. 
New Fingerings 
HENRY G. BAN0IU1T. 
It sometimes happens that one gets almost hopelessly 
“tied up ” on a particular passage. It has been learned 
wrong, and wrong it goes every time it is attempted. 
This is all inexcusable, of course, and usually means 
that some very careless practice has been permitted; but 
it does occur and it is worth while to have as many ways 
ot overcoming the trouble when present as possible. In 
such cases it is worth while to study out a new fingering. 
The fingering learned may be the best possible for the 
passage, but it rarely happens that it is the only one. 
Make some change and go through the passage as if it 
were anew one—slowly and carefully, and absolutely the 
same way every time. This may not only accomplish the 
desired result of curing the bungling, but it may even 
make it possible to return to the first fingering after a 
t me with advantage and with all the faults removed. 
- , ,, advance column. Yet, science. A great deal that seems advance is 
The teachers must d * teaching 0f even rash experiment which a knowledge of history^! 
,f music alone is > P JP gechanicaL show to be bad. The musician, as much as any * 
the very best author y have the needs to hold firmly to that which he has tried 
All acknowledge that a compos kn0w8 ^ ^ New methods, new theories , 
romantic element ingrained. .-Ontofs - “-- ' i lneor*B,H 
Not less important is it for the interpret. ^ 
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh, like 
wise the fingers and the voice. It is easy to ridicule 
the fancies of the Trilogy or the Hansel and Gre el jet 
what wonderful tone poems they have sugges ed ! 1 he 
ten commandments or the multiplication table are not 
to be compared. What an inspiration the Burger poem, 
Lenore, to Raff in his immortal symphony 1 No con- 
any one, 
■ and 
need be more thoroughly tested than at any period^ 
our history. 
An Instance. 
J. C. FILLMORE. 
I have lately come across a man who j 
thirty years ago at one of the most renowned Europe's! 
ductor could have this properly rendered without his conservatories of music, taking the first prize for plano 
first reading the poem. playing. I have heard him play a few solos and a g00j 
The pianists who are giving the so-called lecture many accompaniments, besides witnessing a little of his 
recitals, such as Baxter Perry or Marie Benedict, are practicing in private. His solo playing was as correct, 
doing much toward infusing spirit, sentiment, and under- mechanical and as totally devoid of any imaginatm 
standing into musical performance. 
The materialistic tendencies of the age must be met 
by the musician with the idealizing, the imaginative 
and the poetical element. 
Scale Practice. 
LOUIS C. ELS0N. 
There was a time, when harpsichord, spinet and 
virginals gave a constant staccato, when scale work on 
the keyboard was not held to be of any especial benefit 
to the student. During that epoch the first two (2, 3) 
and then the first three (2, 3, and 4) fingers of the hand 
only were employed, the thumb and little finger remain¬ 
ing idle. Thanks to the Italians headed by Pasquali, 
and especially to the German, Philip Emanuel Bach, 
our present system of fingering was evolved when the 
improving piano seemed to demand legato effects. Nat¬ 
urally, under the new regime the scale practice became 
the foundation of all technic, yet the student should 
be made to understand that scale practice unaided by 
other work is apt to produce an unequal hand. The 
fingers numbered 1, 2, and 3 (European fingering) fall 
twice in each octave, the fourth finger falls only once, 
while in a long scale passage the little finger has no 
employment at all save upon the lowest or highest note. 
This simple fact is not understood by many zealous 
students of music who make the scales the Alpha and 
Omega of their work. Supplemented by simple exer¬ 
cises of the fourth and fifth fingers the scales become of 
the utmost value in equalization of the touch ; taken 
alone they do a great injustice to the two fingers last 
named. 
* * 
» * * 
The Teachers Should Read. 
SMITH N. PWFIKLI). 
The musical dull season is still with us, and teachers 
and scholars are still roaming the vacation fields, which 
have now lost their freshness and attractiveness, or try¬ 
ing to banish ennui from the studios so slow in filling 
up. It will not be amiss to suggest to the teachers that 
this month will not hang heavy on their hands if they 
will persistently follow up a course of reading. This 
may be impossible when the rush of teaching comes. 
In truth, the average teacher reads too little of 
romantic literature, especially of poetry. This is the 
romantic age of music. Romanticism is in the air. 
We have, of course, the rush of nonsensical comic 
operas and foolish two-step marches. Those may be 
dismissed from present consideration, for all are 
ashamed of them and do not mention them in circles 
polite. But when we come to piano music and soDgs, 
the romantic element is in immediate evidence. Of the 
classics which find most favor now we must place in the 
forefront Chopin and Schumann, with an occasional 
Weber, Mendelssohn, or Beethoven; but of the modern 
writers we gravitate more and more to such writers as 
Grieg, Jensen, Moszkowski, Dubois, Salomfi, Chamin- 
ade, and Bartlett. 
And this not more because insisted on by the teachers 
than because that style of music appeals forcibly to the 
clientele of scholars in this fin de siirle. 
Everlasting “Don't.” 
MADAME A. PDP1N. 
Many young pupils and many timorous ones are often 
utterly discouraged by the persistent use of the word 
“ don’t” on the part of the teacher. “ Don’t play like 
that.” “Don’t hold your hand that way.” “Don’t 
make the same mistake over and over again.” “ A ever 
play a scale like that.” 
Now how much better and more encouraging it would 
be to say, “ Try to play this way—this is the only right 
way.” “Paderewski holds his hand so—try always to 
follow the most perfect model.” “When one makes 
the same mistake twice it shows he is not thinking; if 
you hit your foot twice against the same stone, you wake 
up and say, ‘ I will mind that stone in the future; ’ so 
you must say, 1  will avoid that mistake in the future.’ ” 
“ Always play a scale like this.” 
Teachers ought to ignore this word “ don’t ”—it dis¬ 
courages some so that they cease to make further efforts 
to do right; while it irritafes others so that they commit 
the faults the teacher wishes them to avoid. All this 
causes a friction between teacher and pupil that renders 
the lesson-hour disagreeable to both. “Don’t," disagree¬ 
ably emphasized, is not nearly as powerful as “do" 
gently expressed. 
qualities as that of a music box. His accompaniment! 
were played as if they were solos, just as a machine 
would have played them, wholly regardless of the 
singer. Indeed, so far did he carry this, that once, 
when the singer had a most impressive and effec¬ 
tive hold, he played right along as if there were no 
hold there and the singer had to scramble to overtake 
him. There was no thought of subordinating the ac¬ 
companiment to the song and not the least bit of sympa¬ 
thetic quality or real musical feeliDg about that playing. 
And the private practice I saw was straight np and down 
fiager action of the type which formed the staple of 
technic in the first quarter of the present century, befote 
the advent of Romantics. The man has not learned a sin¬ 
gle thing since his graduation. The whole modern move¬ 
ment has passed him by unheeded ; he has not acquired 
one single idea of the modern technic of expressive 
playing, nor has he grown in real musical intelligence. 
It would be bard to find a musician more lacking in 
fine musical perception and sensitiveness. Yet one of 
the singers whose accompaniments he had murdered 
described him to me as “the greatest musician in this 
part of the country!” This may be true, if a music 
box may be credited with musicianship ; but that is not 
my idea of it. In the words of the apostle: “Ih 
Utter killeth; but the spirit givelh life.” 
* * 
* * * 
How to Preserve Music. 
o. w. GRIMM. 
The Habit of Pure Thought. 
THOMAS TAPPER. 
One of the newest and best works on the first prin 
ciples of Psychology (by R- P- Halleck, A- B.) ssj1- 
“ If a person lives on skimmed-milk diet, he will thin 
Nothing looks worse in a music-room or parlor than ^immed-milk thoughts.” There is more in this J 
a disorderly heap of ragged and soiled music To prop- the ^ Physiological suggestion that the bra 
erly keep music have full-sized wrappers made out rf mnch “ W“h th<S fwhe e W*•* 
heavy manilla paper. Write the name of the piece and T " f Of course ey are no. 
■ts composer on the edge of the wrapper where it is fe* ,hmM par“ ' ° ^ ’Sg to be 
folded. By doing this a piece can be rapidly found ^waysparamonnt beoausefewofusare wig 
among a pile of music, provided all wrappers have been tled * atake. °f h,gh P^f !htoS,,J .W 
laid with their folded edges toward you. For careless we “ be 7^*9 » Beek TL es ence of the^ 
children ,t will be advisable to stitch the music to its fP“, 7 °[ m c T\elv and well we life; that to live the art-life largely ana wen ^ 
pursue truth with purity of thought. And °w 
80me this come? Not by regulating our thoughts to 
theme now and then, but by living in the Pnre . 
as a common, constant habit. We color our s 1 
our usual tendencies. If our usual tendency 1810 , 
.ill yield to us skim®8 
wrapper, so that the music always remains covered 
you have no music-stand with shelves, then get s_ 
boxes like those used in music stores. See how they 
take care of music there; follow their ways, and your 
mnsic will remain new for a long time. 
TnE Nineteenth Century. 
Hamilton c. macdougall. 
skimmed-milk thought, art will yield — a j„ 
milk as a reward. We can get ont only as 111 
quality and kind as we put in. _ 
„ ... . Hence, we find that we must suffer pain y P 
j f !? eIng wntten these end-of-the-century over the hard way such principles of truth as 8 
I make 1 M ‘mportance of keeP‘Dg up with the times. us. It is very simple : for the greater reward 
to ftvniH3 k • ° 8ay’ owever’ ‘hat the real difficulty is the greater price, 
to avoid being swept away from one’s feet by the 
rush of this electrical age. Not only is science, b its * -. 
.7 Tt0DeW “d thing to avoid is mannerism and rfkjg 
have their share of unrest r" °f m,n<? and mnB‘c “Tthinf which would lessen the grandeur of 
which is progress and so'meh7 lme8- maklng for tkat which must be approached with large mte >g«' ^ 
whither. iucMsauike n^ ‘“iV6 knOW ** word, any effort at • expression ’ which •***£», 
who are to player or playing instaad of the compost 
mure need all their pre- rigorously excluded.”—St. Saens. 
Answers to 
201 
thoughts for the thoughtful—y. 
XIII. 
In teaching a new piece, do you have the pupil 
. -t from the mechanical and technical standpoint, 
nintine out the touch to be used in each passage, or do 
a waft for the touch effects until the piece is learned 
well enough to go correct in its right tempo easily ? 
Touch from first note. Phrasing, expression, touch 
of most importance. Music, not mechanics.— F. E. B. 
I point ont the touches from the beginning, although 
there are finishing touches that it seems to me must be 
left until the last.—Bertha J. Chace. 
If a beginner and young, I teach the mechanical part 
first and wait, not until the piece is finished, but can 
be played fairly well, then take up expression. I teach 
phrasing from the first.—Ella Mojfitt. 
With most pupils reading new music is quite difficult, 
and, unless well advanced, it seems best to get hold of 
the mechanical part first, as an artist would sketch a 
picture, then put on the shadings after the outlines are 
well established. It doesn’t seem possible to catch the 
meaning or beauty of a piece of music while studying 
the fingering, time, and its mechanical details.—M. E. 
H. Gardner. 
In nearly every answer, touch is held before the pupil 
from the first, and many require an early attention to 
be given to phrasing, while all agree in putting the finer 
finish to the piece after it is no longer difficult.—Ed¬ 
itor. 
XIV. 
1. How do you get pupils to think music? 2. Toplay 
as if singing with their Augers? 3. To play music rather 
than the notes? 4. When they play a phrase can you 
getthem to give it out as a musical thought? 6. How 
do yon get them to do this? 6. What class of music 
have yon found best to use when teaching a pupil to play 
musical thoughts instead of mere notes ? 7. Have you 
tried having them hear one another in mnsicales for 
learning how to give out musical thought ? 8. When 
your pupil has passed his lesson-hour with you, with 
what is his mind most impressed, technic or expres¬ 
sion? 
I use listening exercises, that is, I play a certain tone, 
say middle C, tell them to keep that in their ear, and 
then play different tones, for them to tell the pitch; 
later on I play fall chords, going on to short melody 
passages; but I must say that I have found very few 
pupils equal to the test, Schumann, Op. 68, is very use- 
fnli also Gnebitt’s Albumleaves, for playing to get the 
musical thought.—August Geiger. 
I get young pupils to think of their right hand as a 
lady that is singing, urge them to practice hard until 
they can play smoothly, so they can better listen, and 
hear what the composer is saying to them through the 
music; or, rather, what the music meant to him, when 
■tcame into his mind. I select lyric music as better 
1 an thematic to teach them to do this. I have for years 
ad Class recitals, making the pupils play for each 
0 er, and talk to them of phrasing and matters of 
general interest, sometimes giving the illustrations my- 
se and sometimes calling on the pupils to illustrate, 
an I intend they shall be most impressed with expres- 
l0n’ ‘hinking of technic only as the means used to ob- 
a>n t e desired results; but it largely depends on the 
PaP* i some do not seem able to comprehend anything 
Pout expression.—Eliza M. Hitt. 
tea h'8 DUm*)er goes 80 faHy into the depths of good 
is C m?’ ^at ^6W answera to it were received. Bat it 
We 7 t*uest'°n’ one that needs to be well written up. 
But "r6 *nv‘te art‘cles on its different phases, 
of th ° 6eP everla®tingly at it,” has been the method 
the modT6111 Wr’ter- The immortal Beethoven sets us 
uotat'° 6 won^ Pass by mistakes of time and 
Wse bit °nremarked, but if there was an indistinct or 
‘“porta ° '?kraB’ng an<* expression given, or if these 
P“pil wam * ementB were ignored, his remarks to the 
COm- 6re a nature to induce that pupil to avoid 
he tau h °0ntact with the like again. Pupils have to 
B’enmo t,r°m ^ outseti that it is brains and ears 
of the for*1 aD dngerB ’ fbat fingers are to do the bidding 
all rmer, tw°- Yocal practice is of great value to 
Pwno students.—Editor. 
the ETUDE. 
XV. 
1. 
work, E very teacher has pupils who fail to do satisfactory 
. >.t0 make satisfactory progress. What are 
oftal'enf fonvthi8 Cla8B °f pnPils t° overcome? 2. Lack 
feS? °I tTAt0ne/1 \ Lack °f or rhythmic 
reeling t 4. Dislike of hard work ? 5. Poor instrn 
Z° dark'too °UlH0f tUDe 7 7‘ • Uncomfortable room- 
8 q|° Till ?r 100 n018y by other occupants? 
a fifearn,i ba3hfQln6Be7 9\ Discouragement from 
a feehng that there is no use trying? 10. Discouraged 
because some otherpupil plays ever so much better? *11 
loo much pressure of school Btudies? 12. Too much 
society and social duties? 13. Mind too much on other 
14,' Po°U°nch and why it is poor, orpoor in 
what ways? 15. No encouragement by parents? 16 
Name any other causes you have observed, and how yon 
would try to correct any or all of the above list. 
Dislike of work. Too much pressure of school studies. 
Mind too much on the “boys.” (I am in agirls’ school.) 
—By Blank. 
2. No, not this so much as lack of concentration. 3. 
This somewhat. 4. Yes. 6. Yes. 7. Yes, and a very 
common fault, tool 9 and 10. Yes. 11. Yes, and an 
ever present hindrance among school children. 12 and 
13. Yes, and a thousand times yes. 14. Somewhat weak, 
or stiff, or hard, or slipshod. 16. Too much flattery at 
home. 16. Lack of concentration, and ideals too low.— 
V. E B 
The hardest things to overcome are: Lack of tone 
appreciation and rhythmic feeling, dislike of hard work, 
pressure of school studies sometimes. For the first, 
singing is a great help—dances and marches; give enter¬ 
taining mnsic; show equal importance of musical with 
other studies.—S. L. Wolff. 
The greatest discouragement is poor instruments. I 
have those now in mind that have not been tuned in 16 
years. I talk to both pupil and parent. But such things 
cost, and so are put off. There is plenty of time out of 
school for music, if it was not hindered by too much 
company, skating, socials, and such like interruptions. 
The best work I have done is morning work. I strive to 
encourage practice in the early part of the day, and find 
it works well.—M. E. H. Gardner. 
In the answers to the above, correspondents have men¬ 
tioned all the enumerated points, but too much company, 
too many social duties, and interruptions were mentioned 
in every answer, and many of them dwell at length upon 
this hindrance to all progress. Pressure of school duties 
comes next, but many think if parents would keep their 
children away from parties and dances, etc., that the bur¬ 
den of school studies would not stand much in the way. 
Poor instruments, which are badly ont of tune, and un¬ 
comfortable practice rooms are a common complaint. 
One tells of a well-to-do family where the piano was in 
a parlor across a wide hall, far from all heat, and no 
stove or heat of any kind in the room the year round, 
and the child made to sit there in the most severe 
winter weather with a thick cloak on, for her practice ; 
and then the mother found fault with the teacher because 
the child disliked practice and was making slow head¬ 
way. The present writer has found social interruptions 
the worst of all hindrances, and where he has pupils 
from homes where the mothers who are wise enough to 
keep their daughters out of all society engagements until 
their education was finished, there have been no difficul¬ 
ties unconquerable.—Editor. 
XVI. 
“on?P““ Do ,o““So sV, 
glee 8 noble thought; .he .pa* 
of enthusiasm.—F. E. B- ii h ti
itter to let each pupil develop independently as 
nossible. When I do use imitation, it is after 
n Iv the passage mechanically correct, but 
Why not make use of these powers to imitate ? I see 
no better way. When a passage of music can be gained 
by a pupil in half the time by showing them how it is 
done, and then seeing that they do it correctly, why 
not do so, instead of spending the time by allowing them 
to do it incorrectly, or passing it over—as many do the 
hard places when working aloDe? I bad one pnpil who 
told me he first learned a piece of music mechanically, 
and then “ dressed it up.” It certainly came out well 
in the end.—M. E. H Gardner. 
The majority of opinion is for the use of the imitative 
powers of children after they have first done what they 
can for good expression with the help given in the no¬ 
tation, and sometimes by indications of expression 
and phrasing by the teacher,—this latter in editions of 
music which are not well edited. The pupil who has 
musical talent can generally find out au effective expres¬ 
sion, the present writer has found, if he is directed to 
follow the phrasing and expression marks found in the 
notation. Of course, all of these are fully explained and 
illustrated when necessary, and reason is also given. 
But there are many finer effects which come easiest snd 
most sure through imitating them from the teacher's 
model.—Editor. 
XVII. 
1. How do you lead pupils to think of music as some¬ 
thing more than a pastime or an accomplishment? 2. 
To think of mnsic as something belter than mere ear¬ 
pleasing jingle ? 8. Have von found lhat their interest 
in mnsic study holds any relation to the quality of tbeir 
art ideal, what they think of the worth of mnsie? 4 
In other words, did the pupil study with more or less 
interest when he began to consider music as a serious 
and ennobling art instead of a passing pleasure for the 
moment? 5. Has the pupil’s attitude toward music in 
these lines made any difference with the length of lime 
he has taken lessons ? 
The nature of the individual is shown in music an 
elsewhere. If deep and earnest each will be the appre¬ 
ciation of the subject. If shallow, can you teach tnunir 
as a serious and ennobliDg art to those who fail to see 
the serious and ennobling side of snything? But many 
do learn to love mnsic better and better as they work at 
it, when their teacher shows a love for it. However, 
some pupils tire of it and drop it in spite of all the* (Torts 
expended in their behalf.—If E- //. Gardner. 
By giving short talks on the history of music, keeping 
before the mind of the pupil the high position music 
occupies as an art; by telling of the great composers ; 
loaning them their biographies to read. I have found 
more interest in the pupil afterward, and more willing 
to do hard work ; or, as one of my pupils lately told 
me: “ I did not like music; but you made me like it." 
—August Geiger. 
Reading good musieal literature, especially biographi¬ 
cal sketches of the authors studied, is spoken ot in nearly 
all the answers to the above. Mnsicales where the 
pieces are described and biographical and other interest¬ 
ing information is given as another means of leading 
pupils to a higher appreciation of what is best in music 
as well as a great help in making them feel that music is 
a serious art. It depends much npon the character of 
the pupil, and this again, to the family and home asso 
ciations. Like parents, like children. When society 
and personal attraction stand first, anything worth 
living for stands but a poor chance of attention.— 
Editor. 
—Lenz relates somewhere that Litzt once gare a cco* 
oertat which the programme announced a Trio by Pixis. 
Without the knowledge of the audience he snbstiinled a 
Trio by Beethoven. The composition met with s cool 
reception snd the following day the critics pointed ont 
the defects of the work. Shortly afterward Litzt an¬ 
nounced another concert. This time a Trio by Beetho¬ 
ven was down on the programme. Again, Liszt, without 
announcing it, substituted a trio (this lime by Pixis). 
The composition was received with great enthusiasm, 
and great was the praise bestowed upon it by the critics. 
—As a rule, the more wise encouragement you give a 
pnpil. the less cause you will have to give severe criti¬ 
cism. 
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THE U8E OF ETUDES, 
BY LCI.A D. HAY. 
Much has been written in these latter days denounc¬ 
ing that form of composition called “ fitudes.” A class 
of “ objectors” has arisen who tell ns that no 6tndes 
save those of poetic import are beneficial to students, 
and as illustrations of those that meet with their approval 
they point to the 6tudes of Chopin, Liszf, Henselt, and 
Seeling; and until a student can master these they 
advise the use of purely technical exercises with suita¬ 
ble pieces, saying, summarily, that “ the 6tude Bhould be 
abolished.” 
Let us consider the work of some of the men who 
have done much in this line of writing, and see whether 
we can afford to say that their fitudes are useless. 
Heller proved himself a competent and successful piano¬ 
forte instructor ; Krause stands with the beat educators 
of the latter part of the nineteenth century ; Czerny, for 
more than thirty years, was acknowledged to be the fore¬ 
most teacher in the world; and to him Liszt, Thalberg, 
and Jaell owed a measure of their successes; and Mayer 
educated more than 800 pupils. 
Is it becoming in us to arm ourselves with various 
finger exercises, scales, arpeggios, octave passages, and 
manifold lists of “carefully graded pieces,” and assail 
the citadels occupied by these giants of our profession? 
Is it reasonable to suppose that these men, whose chief 
business it has been during the past eighty years to study 
the needs of piano students, have deluged the present 
generation with a flood of literature that possesses no 
value for our own pupils? 
An 6tude, simply as such, is not to be endorsed; nor 
should the same Etudes, however excellent, be given 
every pupil. An 6tude is defined as “ a form of compo¬ 
sition in which the musical and technical needs are com¬ 
bined, and in which but one idea is conveyed.” Many 
so called fitudes fall short of fulfilling the terms of the 
definition, presenting the technical side only, thus 
descending to the level of mere mechanics. 
The prime essential of a successful education in any 
line is the unflagging and persevering interest of the 
learner; in our own line musical appreciation must go 
hand in hand with technical development. To reach 
this ultimatum we must have large variety ; and the vari¬ 
ety afforded by purely technical pieces becomes monot¬ 
onous. We are learners at the feet of the great master- 
teacher, Nature, and the thoughtful observer sees that 
all things in this beautiful world about us are the out¬ 
growth of Nature’s well defined plan—a plan that is 
never monotonous but always consistent. A rose is not 
perfected by any one of the essentials of its growth, but 
a wise Providence sends the rain, and the dew, and the 
sunshine, and varying winds to bear upon the subtle life 
in just the proper time and just the proper manner, and 
how marvelous the result I Is the intellectual life so 
different? Did the same Providence that by such varied 
means fashioned the rose make the mind of man capa¬ 
ble of being developed by one kind of work alone? 
If we look over our lists of graded pieces we find 
materials distributed substantially as follows: A melody 
for the right hand with figurated chord accompaniment 
for the left, or vice versa; or an imitation that will give 
both hands an equal chance (though this is rare). The 
same opportunities are afforded by Etudes, and they can 
be, and ought to be, selected with consideration for both 
technical demands and educational value. 
fctudes must not be decried because a few pieces can 
be found that meet pupils’ requirements. They are val¬ 
uable because acquired technic becomes applied technic 
in the simplest combinations, while pieces are written to 
express thought without consideration of technical de¬ 
mands. 
Etudes are especially helpful to beginners, as their 
needs are considered singly, and an entire study is de¬ 
voted to one object, as the development of the trill, the 
exercise of one group of fingers, etc.; bnt observe that 
the needs of both hands are considered, and both are 
given an equal chance ; or, if this is not the case, a 
study for the right hand is immediately followed by its 
parallel for the left, and we have technic applied. 
tub ettjdb 
It may be urged that pieces may ^ written in tbm 
manner ; very well, write pieces according to this pla , 
and where will they differ from, or have any advan age 
over, the despised fitudes? It is true that pieces usually 
have names that sometimes suggest the Poetlcj“P°J 
the mind of a child, but names, alas! are often hollow 
mockery. Etudes seldom have names; but they may 
be made of untold value by asking pupils, after they 
have been properlylearned, to give them fitting designa¬ 
tions ; it is beneficial to the teacher as well as to the 
learner, for the same study will be variously named , 
sometimes abstractly, sometimes concretely, as the tem¬ 
perament of the pupil is more or less emotional. Hut 
the teacher is more and more convinced of the potency 
of music as a medium of universal expression, because 
whatever the name, the same idea is always expressed, 
showing that the emotional quality in the mind of the 
composer is transferred to the perception of the per¬ 
former. 
But neither should we take the other extreme side of 
the question, which advocates 6tudes to the exclusion of 
pieces, for neither can do the work of both. They 
should be systematically employed so that no difficulty 
of a technical nature shall be met with in a piece that 
has not been mastered first in purely technical drill, and 
second in applied technic. Then only will the piece 
assume its proper sphere and become a source of genuine 
pleasure. 
After all, education is not a system of teaching by 
which the learner shall do a few things with parrot-like 
exactness, but it is a discipline to which he is subjected 
in order that he may learn certain principles, which he 
shall, by means of his intelligence, apply in not one or 
two instances only but in all. 
Let us then teach principles, using the best means at 
hand for illustrating their application ; principles that 
our students may apply with perfect confidence when 
thrown on their own resources. Let us employ variety 
that will illustrate these principles, whether that variety 
be found among Etudes or pieces, despising no means 
that will develop a pupil; above all, let us produce well 
rounded individualities, not anomalies. 
CLUBS FOE THE YOUNG. 
BY A. MINOR. 
Gradually the size of our little party increased n n 
we were strong enough to launch out into the world' 
dignified club with constitution and by-laws. * 
At the Bame time, as if by magic, my class enlarged 
until it had assumed proportions great enough to satitf 
the oldest teacher. 
Perhaps the magic lay in one clause of the constitu¬ 
tion, for no one could be an active member of the club 
unless he were also one of my pupils. 
I never met that foe with which so many teachers 
have to battle, viz., lack of enthusiasm, for everyone 
wished to become competent to take part in the pro¬ 
grammes which soon became a part of the afternoon'e 
entertainment. 
Their constant research for items of interest to relate 
at our one-minute conversations kept them alive to 
current events in the musical world, and at the end of 
one year I had around me a remarkably wide-wake 
class of pupils. 
There is no space to go into detail as to all we did, 
but I have told enough that anyone can fit the little 
plan to existing circumstances. 
It has been proved that nothing is more beneficial to 
musical study than the friction of club life. 
Why confine the benefits to older students when chil¬ 
dren may, in a smaller way, receive the same good 
from them? 
And then, too, nothing is more helpful to a child than 
perfect sympathy between himself and the teacher. 
Can this sympathy be aroused to its fullest extent simplj 
through the lesson hour? 
Young teacher, try my plans, and let us have clubs 
for young as well as old, for of the right kind there can¬ 
not be too many. 
MUSIC AND MONEY. 
BY CHARLES W. I.ANDON. 
“ I wish I could belong to a club.” 
The speaker was a bright little girl of nine years who 
had been watching the preparations for the entertain¬ 
ment of a club to which an elder sister belonged. 
The remark was the source of a plan which has 
proved bo successful that I would like, through the 
columns of The Etude, to make known to some whom 
1 hope it will benefit as it did me. Young and inex¬ 
perienced, with only my newly-acquired diploma for 
recommendation, I had settled in a small town which 
was already surfeited with music teachers, and, after 
several months of untiring effort had succeeded in ob¬ 
taining only three pupils. 
Discouragement seemed to be written everywhere, 
and door after door met me with one of the two 
replies: “We have a teacher,” or “It’s too hard 
times.” 
As children resemble each other in their likes and 
dtshkes, when I heard the little one express in such 
heart-felt accents the desire to belong to a “real” 
club, I bethought me that there yet remained unturned 
one stone on the road to success,—that, perhaps, I 
m.gh tempt the little ones to my studio by throwing 
out pleasure as bait. J 8 
anHCK°Adilgly I“°Ded the trio t0 ®y side one day 
and bade them bring some of their little friends with 
them to my studio the following Saturday and we would 
theVvm t 7* °D,y 0n6 thlDg ™ 
Li h ! h C°me PrePared t0 tel1 ^ething of in- tereat about some composer 
being the surest road to a child’s heart). ^ 
It often happens that children of parents who have 
plenty of money fall into the idea that because their 
parents are rich they can get the best of everything, 
therefore they are especially favored. They have the 
best horses and can drive the faster, they have the best 
make of bicycle, in the most stylish finish, they are 
dressed better than their school friends, they have eer 
vants to wait upon them and help them, and their 
parents have been careful to secure the best mnsic 
teacher in town ; therefore, as in all other cases, t fir 
parents’ money has helped to make life pleasant an 
easy for them ; while the very fact that they t u>. 
because they have the best teacher it means t at J! 
will have to work less, will have an easier timeo 
than children who take lessons of ordinary teac. 
When at the piano taking their lessons, all of W 
implied by their manner, and if they have a 
tation, if they don’t say as much, they imp y 1 
looks and ways that it is their teacher s au , 
high price has been paid and, of course, resu s 
follow. There is a shadow of truth and reason ^ 
but only a shadow, and that only in so ar as ^ 
class teacher knows how to interest a pupi ^ 
work. Whenever we do a thing in which a 
interested, we are not accomplishing a tas , 
joying a pleasure. that the 
It is commonly understood among musi ’ pj 
better the teacher the harder and more care u ^ 
has to work. A first-class teacher pom 8 ^ ^ 
things as tend toward art-playing outbrai»a: 
thumping; piano thumping canbe don® , th»t,but 
uncultured fingers and brains will su cWe- 
art-playing requires culture, and culture req f0Ifc 
ful thought, and careful thought means wor , 
is what is demanded by first class teachers. ^ ^it 
This class of pupils need to be taug ,(>cbu 
their early lessons ; they must realize t » ^ sta()jii)g' 
can only point out the best ways of 01Dg ! -n, reqoirS 
and that these best ways of doing an 8 u w do 
hard work and close application.. I 6 ^fors* 
ordinary work let them get an ordinary e;a ^ popb- 
first-class teacher can afford to keep a 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS. 
Helps and Hindrances. 
by GEOBGE K. HATFlEI-D. 
Ir I were asked for the most discouraging thing in 
teaching, I know of nothing so detrimental to progress 
^ the fact of pupils having little or no music to work 
Wlfoften teach twelve hours in a day without feeling very 
tired • but if I were in a position to furnish every one 
with the music they require, free of charge, I am sure 
the pleasure of teaching would be much greater. 
My most successful pupils have been those with no 
limit about music—all the suitable studies they re¬ 
quire, and plenty of easy music for sight reading. A 
parent said, “ That youngster of mine has heard those 
little pieces so much, she only plays them by ear.” I 
have no doubt of it—and this is why you shouldn’t have 
refused to get her a new book. She has heard the pieces 
hammered at for years ; and the brain has become a 
phonograph, only needing the apparatus applied to 
grind out the music—mistakes and all. 
I think my firBt lessons were taken from the “Wel¬ 
come Guest,” just fancy I Is it any wonder—though 
extremely fond of music—I had to be locked in to keep 
me at practice ? Ah yes 1 how many children spend 
practice hour in tears, while suitable exercises or an 
easy piece would gladden the pupil’s heart and lighten 
the teacher’s weary task. 
I always contend that music too hard for Blow sight 
reading in separate hands is too difficult for that stage 
of a pupil’s progress. Pounding out music, away beyond 
the ability, helps, I think, to make poor timists. 
To say nothing of legato, staccato, and the hundred 
and one other difficulties to manage, there is one which 
has caused me very much talk. It is the dotted eighth fol¬ 
lowed by a sixteenth. Get them started with a lesson 
of this kind, and when they return both notes are 
played alike in value. I try to impress how much more 
they value three apples than one ; and also illustrating 
it by directing their thoughts to a limping dog, lame in 
one forefoot. The dog never makes a mistake, the well 
foot is the dotted eighth every time, while he only dwells 
long enough on the lame one to get back again on the 
other. This same illustration is good in passages where 
we have four staccato quarters in a measure for left hand 
and four staccato eighths (with rests between) in the 
right hand. 
I have a long graded list of questions from which I 
give a few each lesson on paper. They commence 
with the more common abbreviations, as /, ff, mf, etc., 
and lead up to some which are often left unexplained. 
What is the meaning of opus ? 
Describe the working of the metronome. 
What is a breve ? 
Why do some pieces begin on the last part of a 
measure ? 
What is meant by the climax in a phrase ? etc., etc. 
once asked a bright little girl, eight years of age, 
w o had been taking lessons just a year, to write me 
* st she remembered of her first music lesson. I kept 
8 etter, thinking many a girl twice that age could not 
“sre done much better. 
When papa got my piano, I made him sit down and 
• to wbat I called playing. Weill Wednesday 1 
oo my first lesson, and, of course, I did not know 
in ft.” ^r' wa® to be cross or kind, for I only 
1 kneW.hU name and that was all. Well, I went 
jostUri0^1'8 roorns and I did not know what to do, for 
p- m ’ b didn’t even know what made the sound in a 
ohoc°i°r °rgan' brst thing he did was to drop a 
good°7 my moutb i and I thought that was a 
P>sno The next was to take the front off the 
aodth*11 a . me bow tbe hammers touch the wires 
*s« mad dn and was tbe wa^tbe 80und 
them, 6 Then he showed me the bottom part, how 
work 6yWer? ®*ed like a harp. Then how the pedals 
th, middl* 8a'd l^e r'gbt °De Wa8 tbe damper pedal and 
and tu w °ne was very. very, very soft for practicing, 
lent me k 1 °De Was ca'led the soft pedal. Then he 
ook until mine would come and told me all 
abou music and how the white keys were named like 
e alphabet. He showed me where to find middle C 
: 1 78t remember D waa the white man between 
wo colored men, and all this. Then all about ,he 
treble or G clef, and the bass or F clef, and then the staff 
and fines and spaces and what letters I would call each 
one, and then I guess it was time to go home. 
Vida Webster.” 
I always use easy duets with pupils every lesson for a 
few minutes of sight reading. I think there is nothing 
so helpful. A teacher once remarked sarcastically, 
Its easy to keep up your practice if you play duets 
with your pupils.” Well, it is a benefit; but are there 
not many advantages to the scholar? What better 
proof than Emery’s piano method, and later, the fine 
new method of Landon. In many of these duet play¬ 
ing is introduced almost from the beginning. DuetB 
with pupils might be compared to the harnessing of a 
young fractious horse with an old steady one. There 
will be some flouncing around for a while; but the 
younger soon learns how easy it is to work when both 
step and keep time together. 
Stuttering, or making notes over, is also prevented. 
While playing the Primo, the letters above the staff 
become more familiar, causing the pupil also to read 
two trebles. Playing the Secondo helps the mind to 
retain the low bass notes, while two basses are read 
together. 
Surely it gives new life to the young pupil, imagining 
as they seem to do, that the whole pleasing performance 
proceeds from their own little fingers alone. Then 
there are other benefits. If the teacher holds a correct 
hand the pupil copies it; if he raises the hands at the 
rests, the pupil is prompted to do the same; if the habit 
of throwing out the elbows, a few thumps against the 
teacher will cure this. 
Before pieces are half worked up pupils wish to get 
the finishing touches on, while if they were painting a 
picture, the teacher would simply say: You can’t ex¬ 
pect me to touch up the foliage or show you how when 
you have no branches to the treeB, or expect the last 
touches on the clouds with no background filled in for 
the sky. 
Are writing lessons necessary ? Certainly. Writing 
page after page of letters above and below the staff- 
writing lessons in note value, rests, staccato touches, 
all kinds of time, signatures, scales, etc. 
A patron found fault because I had already given her 
child “ five lessons and not a scale yet.” It is so natural 
for some little folk to hold pretty curved fingers that 
scales can be given at once; but I fail to see the benefit 
of much scale work with fingers that turn up like sled 
runners. Surely the first joint of each finger should be 
trained to bend outward, while the thumb is held down, 
before the latter can pass freely under with profit. 
Do you like to see young pupils act the music out 
with the head? Yes. It shows that they have music 
in the soul; and, in after years, will make their music 
When pupils cannot afford a musical journal I lend 
them back numbers of The Etude, of which I have been 
a subscriber for twelve years, with the exception of a 
few months. . 
No teacher can afford to do without reading matter of 
this kind. I lent The Etude to a lady friend who had 
been a successful teacher. In returning them, she re¬ 
marked to my daughter: “You should be a hapRy 
young musician. Why,” says she, it just inspires 
my desire to be placed where I could hear great teachers 
teLh- but, surely, reading what they say through the 
columns of such educating journals is the next best 
thing. ___. 
OUR TRIALS. 
BY B. !*• 8ANF0BD* 
One Saturday, not lon^, I called to give a piano 
One satur j Thp Saturday previous, being Me- 
lessonto a pupil. The Satur y i notcaUed 
morial Day, I had to omit the lesson, 
for two weeks. After waiting a few moments, the pupil, 
a boy about thirteen years old, entered the parlor. With 
a smile on his face he informed me that he was very 
sorry (?) to disappoint me with the lesson ; but the Mon¬ 
day following my last call, while playing ball, he bad 
had his thumb knocked out of joint, and bad not been 
able to practice. Sure enough, one thumb was twice 
the size of the other. I told him I would excnse him 
from playing, but would talk to and question him about 
music; the things I had previously explained. 
My first question was: Name the different octave divi¬ 
sions of the keyboard. 
HiB answer was: A, B, C, D, E, F, G. 
Question No. 2: What is the distance from one key 
to the next above or below in the chromatic scale ? 
Answer: About a quarter of an inch. 
Question No. 8: How far apart are the scales in 
sharps, taking them in their natural order, one sharp, 
two sharps, efc. ? 
Answer: Eight keys. 
Question No. 4: What is a scale? 
Answer: The scale of C is a scale. 
Question No. 6: Name the lettered names of the 
lines of the treble staff, from the lower to the upper, in 
the key of C. 
Answer: G, B, F, A. 
At this point I was interrupted by his remarking 
that he had been kicked in the shins that day by a boy, 
and the place wrb black and blue. 
This remark showed where his mind was. 
I then told him he had not answered a single question 
correctly; and knowing that I had fully explained in 
previous lessons all pertaining to the questions, was 
much disappointed at his answers, and asked him if any 
one had hit him on the bead with a club. Be said, No; 
but told of a boy that had been hit, not seeing, evidently, 
my object in asking the question. I felt disheartened, 
yet thankful that there were no listeners present to ques¬ 
tion my thoroughness. I gave him a good lecture, 
which had the desired effect, as he answered further 
questions quite satisfactorily. 
As the saying goes, “boys will be boys.” We 
teachers must be on the lookout for the apparent lack of 
interest and thoughtfulness so often manifested, and 
strive to make them more thoughtful and attentive. 
ILLUSTRATED MU8I0 LE880N8. 
BY MINNIE M. MURDOEK. 
Many a child may acquire almost phenomenal intelli¬ 
gence musically if the teacher appeals to the budding 
talent by means of clever and well-pointed illustrations, 
which should come within the range of ordinary and 
practical observations of child-life. 
For instance, compare 
1. The position of the hand to that of a turtle’s back, 
so solid and impregnable must it be. 
2. The regular curve of the fingers to a small part of 
a perfect circle which sbowe no points. 
8. The fingers to a squad of soldiers, who march 
up and down the battlefield, or keyboard, commanded 
by a general,—the will-power. 
4. The bracing of knuckles with steady fingers in 
staccato playing to the iron portion of a hammer, which 
does not alter its position with reference to the handle, 
no matter to what height it is raised. 
6. The firm pressure touch which produces a round, 
full tone to the handshake of the individual who grasps 
the hand in a manner which shows pleasure at the meet 
ing ; on the contrary, the uncertain, weak touch may be 
likened to a person who shakes hands with the tips of 
his fingers, creating no lasting and favorable impression. 
Only through this feeling in the fingers can there be any 
depth and variety of tone. 
These are only suggestive of the many illustrations 
which may be used with young students, thereby making 
music lessons pleasant and intelligible, rather than a 
much-dreaded period of musical lectures on dry and 
uninteresting facts. . 
Above all, teach the children to think music. We 
already have enough musical machines. 
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shrug of her fat shoulders, and whisper: “ But don't 
anything about it, its strictly ‘ entre nous' y0u know 
At first I was flattered by the confidences she eav 
.... ... me, 
branch of and excused all the unkind remarks she i 
which was awarded the prize at tne International 
Exhibition of 1867, was another decided success. 
It is as a composer of instrumental music that Saurt 
Sabos we think’ ael ^Itd^ilporlnt, including friends just because she told them to meTsu^ % 
the art his _four (he prize 8ymphony in F zealously guarded each “ nitre-nous" remark, until on! 
three symphon e , . . , _u_. fnnte- by one they came back to me, even more elaborate) 
dressed, from the lips of her other pupils who I ? 
sume, were in the “ entre nous ” circle, too, until ^du¬ 
ally I became disgusted, and my faith in her loyalty m| 
celebrated ^Zu^abr*!™masses for voices and noble womanhood began to wane and I became i0p, 
. ■-1.:—„ t,ent while she chattered; impatient to go on with 
of 1856,-numerous orchestral marches, suites (note¬ 
worthy amongst these is the fine Suite 
overtures, four fine Pcdmes Symphon.ques (Le Boueld 
Umphale, Phaeton, La Jeunnesse d Hercules, and the 
_ < \ _fr\r> rrm 
M. SAINT-8AEN8. 
It is probable that no musician of modern times has 
combined in himself the qualities of composer and per¬ 
former to the remarkable extent that M. Saint-Saiins 
does. As a composer he has repeatedly shown extra¬ 
ordinary command of the resources of his art, whilst 
his pianoforte-playing is that of a virtuoso, and some¬ 
thing more—a true musician. 
Charles Camille Saint-Sabas was born in Paris, Octo¬ 
ber 9, 1886, and, .losing his father while quite young, 
his education and training devolved upon his mother 
and a great-aunt. The latter, of whom the distinguished 
composer cherishes the lenderest recollections, was his 
first instructor in the mysteries of that art he was des¬ 
tined so conspicuously to adorn. At the age of seven 
he was placed with Stamaty for the piano, receiving, 
later, lessons in harmony, etc., from Maleden, and 
tuition on the organ from Benoist, when he entered the 
class of that master at the Paris Conservatoire in 1847. 
Saint Hanna's earliest triumphs were the second prize for 
Organ playing in 1849, and the first prize for the same 
in 1861. It was here that Qounod and Halbvy promptly 
detected the lad's remarkable promise, and gave him 
much valuable tuition and advice. 
Leaving the Conservatoire in 1862, he competed for 
the “ Grand Prix de Rome " in the same year, but fail 
ing, tried again in 1864, but still without success,—a fact 
which should prove encouraging to all students by show¬ 
ing that in the face of Saint-Sabna’s later triumphs, fail¬ 
ures may be made rungs on the ladder of success. 
When but sixteen years of age, Saint-Sabos’g first 
symphony was produced by the Soci&6 de Saint Cficile 
with gratifying success, and two years afterward he 
was appointed organist at St. Mercy, a post which he 
exchanged for a similar one at the Madeleine in 1858. 
He also accepted professorships of piano-playing at 
two or three institutions, yet, notwithstanding his multi¬ 
plicity of engagements, worked indefatigably at com¬ 
position, producing symphonies, chamber and choral 
works, etc., in large numbers. 
M. Saint-Sadns next made a protracted concert-tour 
over Europe, visiting the principal cities and towns of 
Russia, Spain, Portugal, Germany, and England, re¬ 
ceiving everywhere the warmest praise for his great 
powers in the tbree-fold capacity of composer, pianist, 
and conductor. 
In 1877 the many calls upon his time compelled him 
to resign his organistship at the Madeleine, in which he 
was succeeded by .that clever and sound musician, 
Thomas Dubois. 
Turning his attention to dramatic composition, Saint 
Satins produced his first opera at Paris, La Princesse 
Jitune (one act) in 1872, but this, like his four subse¬ 
quent operas. La Timbre Argent (Paris, 1877), Etienne 
Marcel (Lyons. 1879), Henry VIII (1883), and Proser¬ 
pine (Opfira Comique, 1887), achieved no noteworthy 
soccess; indeed, some of them approached perilously 
near absolute failure. His well-known sacred drama, 
Sansom el Dalila, produced at Weimar in 1877, has', 
however, been much better favored by fortune. 
Saint-Saeaa's early cantata, Lu Nocet de Promithle, 
instruments, a few sacred cantatas, and vanous settings 
of sacred words, thirteen motets, four piano concertos, 
three violin concertos, one concerto for cello, one 
quintet for the piano and strings, one trio for the same, 
one quartet for the same, one septet for piano and 
strings with trumpet obligato, many piano pieces, in¬ 
cluding thirty-five fine variations on a theme from 
Beethoven for two pianos, etc. 
M. Saint-Saiins is, as we have said, an extremely fine 
pianist, with a memory that would seem inexhaustible. 
He excels most in his interpretations of the classical 
masters, while his powers of improvisation have in¬ 
variably astonished, as much as they have delighted, 
musicians. Apropos of this, M. Gustave Chouquet re¬ 
lates the following in his sympathetic notice of Saint- 
Saaasin “Grove’s Dictionary:” “ Ataparty where sev¬ 
eral eminent musicians were assembled some one begged 
Schulhoff to play anything that came into his head. 
After a little pressing the fascinating pianist sat down to 
the instrument and began to prelude in the bass, when 
Saint-Sains drew near, and still standing, accompanied 
in the treble the melodies which Schulhoff was playing; 
then sitting down in his turn, he improvised on the im¬ 
provisation of his partner in a manner to captivate the 
most hypercritical ear. There was, indeed, occasionally 
a slight clashing of keys, but even these double modula¬ 
tions with contrary resolutions added to the interest 
with an audience entirely of practiced musicians. It 
was the most extraordinary exhibition of this kind of 
power which ever came within my observation.” 
As a composer, he Bhows remarkable command of 
polyphonic writing and form, as well as a profound 
knowledge of orchestral resources and devices. As 
some drawback to the possession of these exceptional 
powers, it must be admitted that he is occasionally 
poor in his thematic material, and often shows marked 
inequality in his writing; albeit many of the great 
composers—Schubert notably—are not sans reproche in 
the latter respect. 
M. Saint-Saiins is of dark complexion, with quick, 
brilliant eyes and strongly outlined features that indi¬ 
cate great refinement and quickness of perception, 
while hiB manners have the elegance and vivacity so 
characteristic of his nation. He was created a Knight 
of the Legion d'Honneur in 1867, and an Officer of the 
same distinguished Order in 1884, and also elected a 
Member of the Institute in 1881. 
mj 
MY PIANO TEAOHER OEITIOISED. 
A Letter prom a Pcpil. 
BY F. ADA BALLOU. 
I have been fortunate or unfortunate enough to have 
two oddities for teachers-one a piano teacher, and the 
other a would-be vocal instructor. The first named has lu„eu, a ul.a,uW» --- . rin(l0 
caused me many revenes, both sad and comical. A fat, teacher should outline the lesson and state the tin 
bloated red face, small, watery blue eyes, a choppy pair be spent on each study, she should cultivate *. 
of cheeks, and a head that is a veritable metronome, it originality the pupil has, providedonehastM 
wags away so industriously that you would think it kind of originality. The pupil should £ ,*1 
would wag off-but it doesn't. The exterior is certainly I 1 WtM *■ 
a very unpromising one, but the soul is all art and music. 
The loftiest ideals try to penetrate the little eyes, and yet 
what a disappointing chill has often gone over my 
aroused enthusiasm at the conclusion of some eloquent 
appeal for better work, when she would suddenly de¬ 
scend from the sublime thoughts to the worse than 
ndici... „„„ o,Pr,m ch 1.' Sitod M. 
did use to cut people all to pieces; dissect every motive--- * 
tie each one into rank little packages, and put them 
away on ray memory’s shelf—give a well-imitated French 
lesson instead of listening to the wholesale slaughter of 
his or her deeds. 
Her choice of music for certain needs was admirable. 
One was always pleased with the studies she selected 
and as she was teeming with art thoughts and enthusi¬ 
asm she imparted a feverish glow of it in you. When in 
a charitable mood she would praise me so generotaly 
and inspire such new courage, I felt no task, however 
difficult, beyond me, and began to dream of seeing myself 
a great artist. 
I never liked the many times she interrupted me is a 
composition before I could finish—back to the beginning 
I'd have to go, perhaps for a mistake, however slight in 
fingering. This used to make me so nervous that at 
last I could not play as well as at first. How I used to 
wish she would keep quiet and not act like an animated 
jumping jack, standing over me gesticulating wildly 
with both arms, hands, and head, beating time, singing 
the melody in a cow-like voice, stopping me here and 
there, scolding between moves, until I would feel like 
jumping up and joining in the frantic gymnastics. Had 
she listened quietly until I had finished, then told me 
her criticism of the piece and how I played it, and 
made her suggestions, I should have remembered them, 
but excitement is contagious, and I would become so 
nervous that what corrections were made would go in 
one ear and, well, slip out the other. Then, too, she was 
over ambitious, piling on me more than I could do well; 
Bhort lessons well learned in my opinion are far better \ 
than long ones half learned; nevertheless, she could 
make things very clear when she chose. One could see 
her meaning in an instant, but most of the lesson passed 
as follows: ten minutes gossip (“to get rested in ), 
ten minutes playingand correction (“to start in nicely 1, 
ten minutes more talk about different subjects, princi¬ 
pally her taxes, house rent, troubles, etc. (“by way of 
diversion ”), ten minutes more lesson (“ to get back to 
work”) five minutes interruption to tell me about* 
contemplated new gown (to get my opinion), and finally 
a ten minutes resumd of all. I used to question (to 
myself) her allowing one to play all that was easy i- 
technic for her, and permitting you to practice the k 
parts alone, and the result was they were never practice ■ 
She would say, “ Next time I will hear the more d,B- 
cult features,” but I think the next time is still m the 
dim future now with many of her pupils. It new 
came to me, I know. I think the weaker part o 
hand, that is, the poor little fourth or fifth fingers, s ® 
always receive the first attention. I really believe t f 
should be developed first with beginners, the etrorf 
ones will take care of themselves, but my teac er rare, 
mentioned these fingers unless to comment on 
weakness. My idea of a satisfactory lesson is t » 
teacher should establish first a harmonious at itn 
the pupil toward herself. No gossiping s ou ^ 
ow d b ank-book should be brought an i 
1 ’"
t t , l lti t  
t (pwheri ud
liant by criticising her own work before r>ver»kitd 
the teacher then adding her suggestion • , 
information should be given concise y, 
thoroughly understood before the topic i t|,eitwf 
I am very ambitious, and am toiling.on up j 
ascent which success bids us climb to £ 0Ee day» 
am working alone now and hope to _petBe*s 
noble disciple of music, bringing i ,. 
lives that are joyless. I meet many{ in whk* 
I have few advantages in the dead 1 it is to be. 
I live, but my hope is ever urging m.e 0 t;rflefelj F1 / 
may be some day a great player, so 1 a eet goin* c‘ 
ding an the weary path and soon hcF 
the flowers of success growing by my 1 
£<) 2056 
First Mazurka. 
The inner concept of this Met - urka«S(f a wry varied nature. The 
. paying, theme, is at least serious, if not somewhat pathetic.Al- 
’>rda at the first double-bar the rhythm becomes suddenly animated and 
nut melody cheerful,whilst in the middle episode,(Trio,)in the major, is 
lender end caressing. The return to the first subject, with thepassagein 
Edited by Albert W. Borst. 
^ Poco vivace. 5 
chromatic thirds and thr four men suras of word and very navel mt*d - 
ulatory chords, is one of the most interesting featnresaf th< Vnrnr: - 
The whole piece is highly poetic and gives scope for mauy-et.ffi rent 
kinds of touch. Considerable rubnto is also essential: 
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12 NORWEGIAN DANCE. 
Edited by Edgar L.Jntli*. 
Allegretto tranquillo e grazipso. J 
4 1 - 
EDVARD GRIEG\ Op.35. Ro 2 
ghJn*duVpr{minence. M°"V '" ""‘*e hf'hovrf chords should be D Leave out the lower note of the chord. 
Allegro. Jr 112 13 
¥ 
9 
£ strepitoso. 
> . l 1 
J~-| 
4 
^ 1 
it ~F~~i-4 -4-— 
==5iJ LatatT 
Vpoco lento. 
«jt:£££rf i iffe« 
ff a tempo. 
pM M 
riP.r°?frly contrast the boisterous masculine and themoresub- 
te feminine characteristics. Players should get the four- n 
ra,,geme?it of thid beautiful dance, issued by the same publish- 
^057.3 
..^understand this movement. Players of soffit at 
virtloZy should use the o_ssias, which demand a gulch,* slid 
ing thumb. 
14 
N<? 108 « Peaceful Evening. 
C. GifRL ITT, Op. 216,No.5 
Copyright 1886 by Theo. Presser.3 
15 l 
""“evening in the village. 
(ABEND IM DOBFE.) 
H. ENGEL MANN, Op. 310, No. 5. 
THE etude. 
HOW TO INTEREST BEGINNERS. 
205 
BY MAliGUEUlTK ROSE. 
Love for an undertaking is the first secret to success. 
Children should be attracted toward, not driven to, 
study. They should be made to feel their practice 
is an enjoyment, a most pleasing recreation, not a 
drudgery. 
Mnsic hath charms—yeBi but do not conceal them. 
Bring them out to advantage, show them to your pupils 
io all their loveliness and beauty. In the first place, 
greet the student with a kind word, or, at least, a pleasant 
smile. I once asked a child why she evinced such repug¬ 
nance to go to her lesson. “ Oh!" she replied, “my 
teacher looks so cross, that from the moment I begin to 
play my fingers tremble so through very fright that I 
am sure to strike false notes, and then I get more than a 
cross look. I thought it would be delightful to take 
mnsic lessons, but I don’t think so any more.” 
That the lesson be given at an opportune time is 
another important factor. I have known bright little 
tots, who were all enthusiasm over their practice, at 
length become so thoroughly disgusted with music as to 
obtain their parents’ consent to abandon the beautiful 
art, and thus were cruelly buried forever rare and noble 
talents. What think you caused such sad results? 
Because day after day the poor little ones were torn from 
some favorite sport during the hour set apart for general 
amusement and compelled to sit at the piano, when 
through the open window the merry ring of their play¬ 
mates’ voices sounded to them far sweeter and more 
harmonious than the finest music in the world. 
Children of an age too tender to appreciate the true 
value of things must never be given occasion to regret 
the lesser while partaking of some greater good. 
Once the lesson has commenced endeavor to make it 
interesting. Think beforehand how best to arrest the 
attention of the child. Devise new methods to make 
the work enjoyable. Be on the alert to grasp all you 
can from the experience of others ; golden experience 
is offered in abundance through the excellent musical 
jonrnals now within reach of all. Make your pupils 
think and feel what their fingers are performing. For 
instance, you are teaching a spring song, “ Listen now 
to the sweet song of the birds,”—play this part more 
joyfully—“Don’t you see a group of happy children 
tripping off to the woods eager to gather the first May 
blossoms?’’—“Look at the blooming orchards,inhale the 
rich perfume with which the balmy air is laden.” Tell 
how lovely all nature seems this bright spring morning. 
By thus appealing to their childish imagination most sat- 
itfactory results will be obtained. 
A pupil apparently too young to profit by my instruc¬ 
tions was brought to me a few weeks ago. I thought I 
would at least give the lad a fair trial. His mother had 
*carcely made her exit when the little fellow asked me 
to kindly play him a piece. “Yes, certainly,” I re¬ 
plied, “ or rather with my fingers I shall tell you a musi¬ 
cal story.” He looked at me somewhat incredulously, 
sad said, “ I guess you can’t do that, ’cause I wouldn’t 
8n erstand you any way.” I selected the children’s 
avorite, “ Grandma Tells a Shuddering Tale,” gave him 
I ew Bints, then began to play. After a moment or two 
8 anced at my hearer to see what effect it produced 
apon him. He looked half frightened, buried his face in 
in* rd9 ,8n<* 8a*^’ " ■*’m afra'd some ghosts are com- 
ig’ Bon t want to see them.” Then without giving 
j]0 waming of the change I drifted off into a 
^um,,er song. “Now, Frankie, what does Grandma 
*le i! l ^ Buess she’s tired talking, or she’s going to 
that^th * C“nningly rePl'e<E Enough: I was satisfied 
uu . 6re Was mu8'c 'n the boy, and the sooner the 
ltnjgCoul<* be developed the better, 
ism of I6"' a^8°’ teack something about the mechan- 
lound - * 'D8,rument- Tell in a simple manner how 
treble 18 *'fan8®itted. Open the piano, explain why the 
hggjy ^nn88 are fine and short, the bass long and 
velm/tL ^ tk’s creates interest and helps to de- 
Ab0v 6 imelligeDce °f the child. 
"trely 1* t*l'ng8 av°id routine in your work. It will 
to the utter ruin of the musical edifice. It 
poisons the very sap of the tree of knowledge so that 
destruction is inevitable. * ’ 
In condusion I say, be such a teacher that your pupil, 
nessthlt rh eaVe ^ “ ,he hsppy COD8ciou- 
knowid ^7 !l,h them 80me precioaB Pearls of 
nowledge, of which, previously, they were not the 
possessors. 
HOW SHALL WE INTEREST OUR PUP1L8? 
any set rules of teaching, but mutt be guided by the dis¬ 
position of the pupil, or by different circumstances which 
may exist. Thus we must in great measure learn to rely 
on our own judgment, aod if toe truly do owr best, I 
doubt not that in most cates, at least, we will be rewarded 
by seeing the progress of those whom we are endeavor¬ 
ing to instruct in tbit noble art. 
■ BY M18S LOUISE W. BISHOP. 
This important and ever present difficulty presenie 
itself again and again to the conscientious teacher. For 
who has not asked himself this question after the close 
of a lesson which has seemed to drag, and did not hold 
the close attention and bring out the best work of the 
pulpil? 
Of course, everyone has tried different remedies, so to 
speak, but after one has gone over the list, how glad he 
would be to hear of some new way of keeping pupils in¬ 
terested and enthusiastic over their work. Now, 1 have 
not been fortunate enough to find anything new, but 
would like to mention the methods that I have found 
useful, hoping that they may prove helpful to some who 
have not yet given serious thought to them all. 
First, and, perhaps, one of the hardest tasks of the 
teacher, is for him to be always full of interest himself, 
and to let the pupil fed it. Because you cannot expect 
a child to show an interest in a lesson if you are indif¬ 
ferent and careless and only trying to hurry through ai,d 
on to the next one. 
Emerson said: “The chief want in life is somebody 
who shall make us do the best we can." Why can we 
not apply this to music? It seemB to me that it just 
strikes the keynote of the subject, for Burely what oor 
pupils need is a teacher who shall make them “ do the 
best they can.” And how can we better achieve this 
success than by inspiring in them a love of their work 
from the very beginning? 
Now to the pupil. One of the best means that I have 
found for combining study and pleasure at the same lime 
is the practice of four hand pieces. For beginners, 1 
have used Kohler’s Method, OpuB 300, a good deal, and 
find it very useful, as from the very first you will find ex¬ 
ercises arranged for teacher and pupil. Of course, even 
the simplest of these are prettier than what they are 
capable of playing alone at the time, so that my little 
pupils always eujoy playing them with me, and eagerly 
look forward to the next “duet,” and thus learn as 
quickly as possible the intervening studies. I have also 
found that this playing of duets is a great help in train¬ 
ing them to keep good time. 
Then some of my pupils always ask me to play for 
them after the lesson, and though it takes a little extra 
time, I never like to refuse them, but almost always 
play something, if only part of a piece, and tell them 
what it is, and, perhaps, something about the composer. 
In this way I try to leave in their minds a pleasant im¬ 
pression of the lesson, and at the same time teach them 
to become familiar with different composers. 
With older and more advanced pupils there are many 
ways to excite the interest of anyone who has any taste 
at all for music, as for instance, by relating bule anec¬ 
dotes from the life of the composer they are studying, 
comparing different pieces and studies, and Ullk'ng °™r 
wit/them anything that they may have recently heard 
or read of which beSrs on the subject in question. 
Then, by all means, let us have little mumcales as often 
as we cln For this not only helps the pupils by giving 
them confidence in playii* before people, bat *e.MdeM 
will be broadened by hearing the work of 'te o hers. ar d 
Tfien they will be spurred on to better work by the desire 
to eq a -- of the others, and, perhaps learn some 
Thl, has taken their fancy when played by one of 
a... hi..-- 
THE MU8I0AL THIEF. 
HV MAST II ALVKaSOX. 
Docbtlsss the readers of Tax Ktcih have all heard 
of the reverend gentleman of color, who aroae in bis 
pulpit one Sabbath morning and addressed his con¬ 
gregation in the following manner: *• Bredren, I’re 
gwine to preach to de bad niggas die mawnin', so de 
good niggas am dismissed.” Instantly, every darkey 
hastened out of the church, and the preacher was left 
without an audience. 
Lest Tax Etude reader should simply glance at the 
subject of this article, and following the example of the 
self respecting negroes, leave me without an audience, 
I hasten to assure you that these few remarks are in¬ 
tended for the good music teacher as well as for the 
thief himself. 
Where the musical thief originated is beyond my 
comprehension ; I think that like “ Topsy ” he must 
have “jest growed,” for nothing in nature wishes to be 
held responsible for him. 
To all appearances the musical thief is a perfectly 
respectable person. There is nothing in bis drees or 
manner to suggest tbievishness. Therefore the public 
are all tbe more easily deceived by him. 
He comes into a town where some earnest, hardwork¬ 
ing teacher has built up a good music claas, and at once 
begins to steal his pupils. 
His methods are many and diverse. Sometimes he 
calls upon tbe parents of the pupils whom be intends to 
steal and makes inquires concerning the progress of tbe 
pupil. Wheu assured that Jennie ie doing good work 
with the present teacher, and that the parents are per¬ 
fectly satisfied, he will remark, “Yes, 1 know that Miss 
K is a good primary teacher, but I understand that she 
is not advanced, and your child now needs an advanced 
teacher." He will then openly solicit the pupil for 
himself. . 
A few weeks since he called at the borne of a pupil 
who was studying with an excellent teacher, and after 
talking for some time about musical matters, inquired, 
“ Wbat studies do you use?" Io reply ke was handed 
Concone Studies, whereupon, be ecornlully elevated 
his nose, threw the book contemptuously upon the table, 
and remarked, “ Hayseed." 
Sometimes be will ask to bear tbe pepil play, and then 
proceed to criticise until the young player hae lost ell 
confidence in herself and her teacher. Only last month 
be invited a pupil of a well-known teacher to play for 
him, at the. same time giving her a look which seemed 
to say, “ Play well if you dare." When ah* finished, 
he criticised her manner of playing octaves. The pupil 
protested that her octaves were played according to the 
ideas given in Dr. Mason’s “Touch aad Technic." 
“ Wbat 1" demanded the thief, “ does your teacher be 
lieve in Dr. Mason T” He also gave her to understand 
that he had not a very favorable opinion of Paderewski. 
He then offered certain inducements to have her come 
and be put on the right track by himself. 
Having succeeded in stealing the pupil, be never fell*, 
at every lesson, to deplore the fact that she has been so 
poorly tangbt, and to insist that the reason why she does 
not progress more rapidly under his instruction is not 
from any fault of his own, but because she did not 
begin her studies with him. He steals the pepil, 
the reputation, and the “thunder” of the honest 
teacher. .... , 
There seems to be no protection from him. A I that 
we can do is to earnestly hope and pray that he will 
•• fold his tent like the Arab ” and ailenUy steal away to 
parts unknown. 
20(3 THE ETUDE. 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
J dst wherein ia one teacher better than another l 
Suppose each have the same experience, equal training 
and advantages, and are alike in native teaching ability. 
The pupils of one play like artists, those of the other 
never rise above the ordinary. Why this difference in 
results? We can go farther in the similarity of the 
teachers, and say that each expends the same amount of 
energy, and that each are alike interested in the welfare 
of their pupils, and equally anxious that their pupils 
shall play well. After about thirty yeurs' experience, 
and nearly all of them directed to the answer of this 
question, the writer thinks it is all in the one word, 
** Ideals.” That teacher who has formulated his ideas 
into a clear form, so that he can present any one of them 
to a pupil “ point foremost,” and hold the pupil's atten¬ 
tion aud interest until that point is his very own in a 
polished form, and furthermore, that point being one 
that gets at the very core of the “enlightening fact,” 
will turn out artist like pupils, provided, and here is the 
real point in question, his ideals are sufficiently artistic, 
near enough to what artistic playing really is, to give his 
pupils a clear insight to what actually makes the artist. 
And lastly, as the pupil lacks the higher skill of fingers 
and trained taste, the teacher must present a super¬ 
perfect ideal, for the pupil cannot come quite up to the 
ideal placed before his mental vision. 
• • 
* * # 
Til* school child, in learning to write, can throw into 
it his whole powers of well doing, but they will only 
result in making ungainly crooks and slants, even if he 
puts his whole soul into it, as much as does the expert 
engraver of bank notes, yet the results show differently. 
One makes evident the want of experience, manual skill, 
aud brain training, while the other shows perfection in 
all of these. Between the two there are many years of 
exactly that soul-absorbing intensity in application of 
every mental and manual power, until after many years 
the child is in turn an expert bank note engraver, and 
it only came through years of doing the very best work 
at each stroke of pencil and graver that he could possibly 
do. High attainment never comes through half en¬ 
deavor. Holding one’s self up to the very highest point 
of perfection of which he is at all capable is the only 
road to ultimate perfection. Now let ns apply this to 
our two teachers and their pupils. The successful one 
succeeds in holding his pupils up to the best that there 
is in them during each moment of their practice. He 
does not demand six to ten hours a day of practice, is 
perhaps satisfied with two; but each minute of these two 
hours must be nothing short of the best work that his 
pupil can do, for he has made his pupils believe that 
every finger movement Bhort of that is a weak link in 
the chain ; that artistic playing is founded on habit, that 
habit comes from doing things exactly alike ; that there 
are untold thousands of imperfect ways of doing a thing, 
but only one perfect way, and that the perfect way is 
always the same. Therefore they prefer to do it perfect, 
that the giant power of habit may soon be their slave, 
and never be their master. 
. » « 
* * * 
Whatstir is right is from the Throne Above, whatever 
is wrong is of the Fit of Despair. Art approaches the 
Divine nearer than anything else on earth that we do 
for ourselves. Why not make the quality of our prac 
tice, and our work as teachera, too, a matter of con¬ 
science! Can we do otherwise and have a conscience 
free of offence? Do we teachers realize that at every 
lesson we are planting seeds of habit which go to form 
character which is eternal? We are not dabbling in 
worthless clay, we are moulding immortal souls, and no 
one, except it be the mother, has more power over them 
than has the music teacher. In applying this severe 
doctrine of what real teaching is to our daily work, we 
will consider that the pupil is held up to perfect ideals, 
is taught to do his best from conscience and duty as well 
as for the sooner gaining of his high standard of playing 
and that in this kind of work he will gain, as a fixed 
part of his character, the habit of letting nothing short 
of his best pass. That such endeavor will tincture every 
phase of his character, as well as make sure his success 
as a musician and man, is indisputable. The world is 
full of mediocres in every walk of life. Suppose that 
we teachers set out to improve things in our line of 
effort the coming year, fakir g nothing short of the 
best that there is in every pupil that comes under our 
influence. 
* ** * * 
But no one can give what he does not possess. It is 
related that a traveler asked a passer-by where he could 
get a good square meal for 26 cents, and there was 
pointed out a good cheap restaurant. Then came the 
question : Could you tell me where I can get the 25 
cents ? As to the more perfect ideals, we are to do the 
best that there is in us, not using the commonplace, but 
the best ideals we can formulate. These ideals can be 
improved by demanding the finest finish of the pieces 
played, in these working out our ideas of expression 
and settling upon what effects are best to produce. 
Then we can take every opportunity to hear fine play¬ 
ing, and during the recitals have the music in hand and 
follow the expression, marking it with a pencil in ycur 
copy. Have your ideas and ideals well in mind and be 
listening to hear them confirmed by the artist, and to 
get new light on expression, touch, and the ways of pro¬ 
ducing effects. We only grow by constantly using the 
strength that we already possess, and this is doubly true 
in the case in hand. But the foremost help of all is, 
pupils can work more easily and surely up to a fine and 
finished ideal than they can on one which is below the 
beBt, for the reason that right is always right, while 
wrong is multitudinous, right being single so that habit 
comes in as the greatest helper. 
It is easy to overlook the practical value of well edited 
editions of music. It is a lamentable fact that there are 
few editions, even of the classics, but have many phrsse 
and other notation marks which are clearly misleading. 
So true is this, that there are few pianists or teachers 
who rely upon the details of notation. In this connec¬ 
tion we will say that everything issued by this bouse can 
be fully relied upon for accuracy of detail in its editing. 
Every phrase passes under the most careful scrutiny of 
experts, so that its complete notation shall lend needed 
help at every point, and never mislead the player. That 
there may be two opinions on many passages is true, but 
we follow the practice of the best and most noted pianists 
and musicians in all points under dispute. When you 
are playing from a Presser Edition, you can fully rely 
upon getting the best. Send for our catalogues and prices 
to the profession. We make it a specialty to deal direct 
with the teacher, giving our many years’ experience as a 
teacher and dealer to this branch of the trade. 
. * _ * 
* * * 
People think in the line of their reading. In our re¬ 
cent vacation we met a young lady who reads all the 
horribles of the daily papers, and one could not talk a 
moment with her but the color of her reading showed 
itself in her thoughts as expressed in conversation. 
Get your pupils to read musical literature, good books 
on music, such as, “ European Reminiscences, Musical 
and Otherwise,” by Louis C. Elson. Send for our cata¬ 
logue of musical works, and get your pupils to read The 
Etude and they will think music, talk music, and live 
music, for as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.” 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
IPHIGENIA—BARONESS OF STYNF A r 
the “Divine Impatience,” or the Religion andFRo 
cZl °By FaXTc HodH?c°E 
dred copies' printed in (Mry:r896efche°PufirVeMhUn- 
Society. Entered Stationer’s Hall T * n U81C 
right for all nation, A^rHghtTrLre?)011- C°Py‘ 
There is much to interest the thoughtful student of 
music in this 80 called romance: which we are informed 
ge“rk "the0 FUT?''7 of lhe >«“• Madam Stein- 
eger Clark, the brilliant pianist and teacher so well 
known to Boston musical circles a few years ago. 
While Baroness Styne’s theories savor somewhat of 
extreme transcendentalism, they are pregnant wi.h 
eternal verities " that are rapidly becoming more " 
parenuo the earnest seeker after truth in the realm of 
The corner-stone of Baroness Styne’s musical thought 
structure, reared upon the foundation of a wide d 
varied experience of “ methods,” is the doctrine*!,! 
“ Free Unity.” And a right royal doctrine it is, aim¬ 
ing as it does to establish in a symmetrical ratio the 
necessary independence of different members used ' 
pianistic work with their inevitable interdependence" 
Nor, as she shows, is this interdependence limited to 
the physical members—as the arm, hand, fingers, even 
the torso,—but a harmonious co ordination and co-oper¬ 
ation of mind, heart, and soul with the physical mem¬ 
bers is indispensable to the highest order of musical art- 
production. 
The evolving of these truths through her own expe¬ 
riences and those of her husband is interestingly related. 
The record of a life so filled with noble purpose, so 
controlled by lofty aspirations, so heroic in its devotion 
to art, and yet so truly the ideal life of a woman in its 
self renunciation, its ambition for the beloved, cannot 
fail to inspire. It is only to be regretted that the record 
is not written in a more terse, lucid style, and clothed 
in simpler language. 
LEGENDS OF THE WAGNER DRAMA: Studies 
in Mythology and Romance. By Jessie L. Weston. 
Imported by C. Scribner’s Sons, New York. 
Price $2 26. 
While these legends have a special interest for lovers 
of Wagnerian opera, they would be fascinating to any 
class of readers. As the author truly says in her pre¬ 
face, “It is one of Wagner's great merits, one of the 
inestimable claims upon our gratitude, that in his self- 
imposed task of creating a national drama he turned 
back to seek his inspiration from his national literatme. 
By so doing he directed our attention, not merely to 
works, the true literary value of which had been bnt 
imperfectly realized, but to legends in which not Ger¬ 
mans alone, but the kindred Anglo Saxon nations 
might claim an hereditary right of possession.” 
This side of Wagner’s work has unquestionably been 
overlooked in the controversy over its musical quality 
and rank. So, also, has been practically ignored, as 
Miss Weston affirms, the marvelous dramatic ability of 
the composer who so skilfully “selected those incidents 
which would ‘tell ’ most effectively on the stage, recom¬ 
bined them so as to preserve (in some cases restore) the 
original simplicity of the story, developed the characters, 
and grasped with unerring instinct hints of his pre¬ 
decessors, superfluous for epic, but big with possibilities 
for dramatic form ; and his skill can never be appre¬ 
ciated without clear knowledge of the material on which 
he worked.” For this “material” in most delightful 
form we are greatly indebted to Miss Weston. 
Her chief purpose, however, in writing these 
“Studies” is, as she states in substance, to lead 
others to examine the legends for themselves as they 
had already been embodied, before Wagner’s time, in a 
rich mediaeval literature, by those whose genius had 
prepared the way for him, and which, as well as his 
own, enters largely into the life of the Wagner drama. 
* * .. 
* * * 
THE STANDARD HYMNAL FOR GENERAL 
USE. Edited by C. C Converse, LL.D. I™* 
35 Cents. Funk & Wagnalls Company. 
This is agood collection of hymns, old andne*.|n 
most convenient form and excellent type. It seem* 
well adapted for use by every kind of religions gather 
ing, which is the chief merit claimed for it. The ex 
pense and trouble involved in the custom of using one 
kind of hymn book for church services, another or 
prayer meeting, still another for Sunday-School, so 
perhaps a special one for Christian Endeavor, is cer 
tainly not inconsiderable. 
* * 
# * * 
SHAKESPEARE AND MUSIC. By Edward W- 
NAYLOR, M. A.. Mus Bac. Thk Macmillas W; 
66 Fifth Avenue, New York. Price $1.2o. 
A delightful epitome of everything in Shakespeare Fe^ 
tainingto music, including definitions of technics ler® 
descriptions of musical instruments, chapters 0D 8^js. 
and Binging, serenades, dances and danciDg, an 
cellaneous information, with copious illustrations ^ 
the music of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuf 
207 etude. 
_tn contraction will be visible to the eye. 
tna y, produce tones in the same wsy and try and be 
cons s of the action Qf the iricfpa ymuscl'^“od b* 
Muscular sense alone. After a few experiments it. 
action will be distinctly felt at each impulse. These 
experiments should be sufficient to enable any one to 
Copyrighted, 1S96, by Wm. Mason. 
MALE AND FEMALE TEACHER8. 
FREE TRANSLATION BY E. VON ADKLUKG. 
VOICE BUILDING AND TONE PLACING. By contract;™ a i c -- 
H. Holbrook Curtis, Pit B., M.D. D. Appleton & atin r . ,under the fiD3ew of the left hand, which is 
Co. Price $2 00. 8,1“^tained “Pon the right arm. 
In this book we find much that might be of use to the strong touch!!!!!, ha”d fr°m iuPlace- Produce a 
student, with a great deal that would be absolutely un- sleeves are not “aDner.as be,ore. and, if the 
intelligible, not only to him, but to the average cle in contra;_. °®e>’bemotionof the triceps mus- 
physician with a knowledge of anatomy vastly more 
extensive. It is well, however, that Dr. Curtis has 
recorded his observations and conclusions, reached 
through a wide experience in dealing with the vocal 
apparatus and everything connected with it. As an 
expert who has treated and who has the confidence of master the locTtiMand use of this 
the most eminent singers of the world, some of whom This eUm™, „ . rele' 
have collaborated with him and assisted him in prepar- arm touch, and generally!n°S wnib-l ^ f0nDB ^ 
ing this work, his opinions and deductions should have the tone is produced without nrPl • pttsSB£es "h*/* 
weight with those who are able to comprehend them fingers; also in all tones produced by 
and wtth investigators in hts own hue. i„ direction away from the keys, the finger pofnts hav- 
--- ‘“g been in actual contact with the keys at the moment 
of beginning the touch. 
A NEW OHAPTER 01 TOUCH. It is the neglect of this entire class of touches which 
- renders the technic developed solely by finger-falls so in- 
BY william MASON. operative and unsatisfactcry upon the tonal side. It is 
- desirable that this element of touch should be taught 
For many years I have been conscious of elements in verT ear^ 'D tbe cour8e of instruction—just cs soon, in 
piano touch which were not explained in any of the Pact’ 88 tbere '8 anything to be played requiring melodic 
works upon piano technics known to me. These ele- exPreSB1on. 
meats, moreover, were precisely those which impart 
character and nobility to the tone, and are the main 
dependence of the artist in all moments of serious, ele¬ 
vated, and earnest playing. Some of these elements 
were formulated and embodied in “ Touch and Technic,” 
several years ago, under the title of “Arm Touches.” 
More recently, however, I have been able to arrive at 
the precise muscular action entering into one of the most 
important and universally employed of these elements of Let 08 contemplate on the limits Nature sets to man 
touch, and it is here explained in print forthe^rsUime and woman 88 t0 their Position in eocleiy aud their 
in the world as far aB I have any knowledge. dutif> of earninS their living in it, with reference to 
music. 
We may look at teaching from two points, the ma¬ 
terial and the personal, the objective and the subjective, 
inasmuch as we have to deal with the subject of in¬ 
struction or with the individual. 
It may, therefore, be thought advisable that both 
male and female teachers try to appropriate each other's 
strong qualities and divest themselves of their own weak 
ones. 
The male teacher, as man, has been equipped by 
Nature with all that is needed to provide for his own 
support and maintain it; not so woman, who is more or 
less dependent on man’s assistance. 
As to the management of objective teaching the male 
teacher will be more apt to carry it through success¬ 
fully, to impart musical knowledge thoroughly and 
scientifically, but in the treatment of the pupil's charac¬ 
ter, adapting herself to the pupil's inner nature, the 
woman teacher may easily become tbe superior. 
Man’s intellect is stronger than woman’s; woman's 
feelings, however, are more intense. Man grasps his 
object more thoroughly and is more skilled in imparting 
any theoretical part of it; woman reproduces and ap¬ 
plies everything easier by communicating more directly 
The muscle whose action in piano playing I am about with the pupil s feelings. , . 
de8crib« « called the triceps; it is located upon the What we said refers, of course only to 
7* 7 <>f the upper arm, a little nearer the elbow artists in general. Exceptions, where a 
7 the Mulder. Its action may be traced in the arm may happen to have greater male 
*eana of the following experiments teacher, will only confirm the rule, as they apply to in 
ffitgin by placing the left hand upon the upper right dividuals and not to classes. 
®t in the position shown in the accompanying figure. Man s intellect is the origins cr< a 
re8t*ng the points of the fingers of the right hand ever woman created, whether tn poetry or ,n art, man 
J nP°na table or keyboard, give a slight push with had to pave the way for ler. .rrhetvnea and 
lu>er8f0ll0Wed by a complete relaxation of all the Man furnished the material, the archetypes 
tho ° 68 °P tbe band and aral> the impulse coming from “ archepatterns. , , 
J "PPer arm. If thi, j, J*. the contraction The female artist £ 
hand" nCeP8 mU8C’e wiU be diatinotly feIt under left ^^a^ns^Lr ^'rrlthT Thus it’happens some- 
duce a tom>mn* ^ ^ ha”d "P°n the right arm’ Pr°’ 7 [roVthTcommtn11 trodden path better 
touch of y°D key'board by means of a pushing work diverging (rom e examine and 
q»ick 1 18 ind' 0b8erve ,hat the imPnl8e i810 be and. ?uic 
leavine ma8cular contraction instantly vanishing, criticize before appr0J^? , u8 t0 the following 
°f t . eryth,Qg elastic and quiet. The contraction These preliminary special »nd peculiar 
Kth^L8 8hh°Uld be felt 88 before' RePeat thi8 eX- concln8ionS “ piftD0 teaching, 
tricep, m umber°f timeB until the co-operation of the relations of will be especially adapted to con- 
6ps *a<Kle can be depended upon, as shown by its The female teacher will be especial y 
duct the first tuition. She will be prominently fit to 
waken in the boy or girl entrusted to her care the love 
for music, and to prepare them for the higher grade of 
instruction. In this she will be likely more successful 
than the male teacher. 
Male teachers frequently lack in sympathy for chil¬ 
dren ; they teach them out of necessity, not out of love. 
But love for children, this great help mate in instruc¬ 
tion of youth, comes natural to ibe female teacher. 
Thus, if we divide lhe teaching time into three great 
periods, it is our opinion that tbe first period should be 
entrusted to the well educated and well prepared female 
teacher who, no doubt, will successfully prepare her 
charge for the ensuing middle period. 
Then, however, a male teacher will be belter able to 
grasp the pedagogic reins when an energetic and conse 
quential treatment is required. Only in exceptional 
cases, as already mentioned, where female teachers 
evince an uncommon talent for and knowledge of in¬ 
structing this middle period may also lie entrusted to 
them. 
To avoid misunderstanding, we repeat again, -that 
though there are bad and good teachers for any period 
of instruction among men, just as wall as among women, 
the relative average capacity remains lhe tame. 
It may happen that he tranapaaers tbe golden middle- 
road by becoming too harsh, too strict, even pedantic; 
she too lenient, loo overlooking, loo easily forgiving ; 
he may thereby suppress the needed freedom ol action 
and of individual judgment, she may prevent tbe de¬ 
velopment of self-control and of strength of character. 
The capacity of man to instruct is proved by bit his¬ 
tory from beginning to the present time: for ecfence, 
which is the foundation of all that is worth leaching, 
issued from tha intellect of man. 
But by experience we know that womau also is to s 
great extent fit to impart knowledge, and that fitness 
would have become more evident by early assistance; 
the more as music is the expression of human frsliegs, 
and therefore related to her nature. But, unfortunately, 
music is frequently taught to women for the only object 
of giving pleasure, and, therefore, in a careless and de¬ 
fective manner; if later on, leaching becomes in some 
esses an unavoidable necessity, the habit of acting ener¬ 
getically and thoroughly has not been acquired, and her 
honest efforts do not come up to tbe mark. 7'bcugh in 
both sexes there will alto be tome totally unfit for teach¬ 
ing, the ratio between tbem ia yet too uneven; 1*1 it be 
the ambition of women both in regard to self culture and 
to imparling knowledge, to render that ratio mere and 
more alike. 
It is only a short time that male music tear hers who 
know thorough bass (theory) were ia tbe minority; 
whoever (say from 1820 to 1M0) understood thorough¬ 
bass was considered s great man, even in tb« eyes of 
many s learned man initiated into the secrets of a few 
select. 01 course that has changed now greatly; one 
looks now a days with pity on those who know nothing 
of that science, for it has been proved that even the l« si 
intellectual may acquire that knowledge with no more 
difficulty than the mastering of a foreign language. Even 
poor musicians who would be easily much surpassed by 
modest woman, both intellectually and practically, bave 
studied thorough bass, snd are skilled in It. This is a 
happy sign of progress, owing much to the spread of 
good book* on music snd th* perusal of mnsual maga¬ 
zines. 
And as a great mejority of musicians found it useful 
and necessary during tbe nineteenth century to devcle 
» good deal of their time to the study of theory, so 
should female musicians, but especially female leathers, 
follow the example of ferosle amateurs, and take a thor¬ 
ough course in harmony. One msy go through a courts 
from two to four times, study thereafter coonterpoiat st.d 
tbe art of fugue, even composition (without composing), 
und thus attain a higher standard as musician. 
It will be advisable, however, to select only well- 
known and well tried instructors, and not stop «*dy:n«, 
as is only too often the case, when tbe ability of writing 
a correct sentence in pure style has been reached. 
Diligence and attention will soon render such studies 
more e«T «>d and wbM1 
raise yon to higher region* of art knowledge. 
2 OS the etude. 
TO ONE ABOUT TO ENTER THE PROFESSION, 
My Dear Hazel. - When I was told a few days ago 
that you were about to begin your professional life by 
teachiug in N-, which I know to be a town of about 
two thousand inhabitants, it occurred to me your suc¬ 
cess would be assured in a much shorter time if you 
realised how different were the conditions surrounding 
a music teacher in a small town, from those in cities 
where you have always lived. 
If you will allow me I will give some suggestions and 
advice in regard to the best way to establish a class that 
will bring you in a good income in the shortest time 
possible. In short, I will blaze the trees along the road 
that years of experience in such towns has taught me to 
believe leads to success. 
If you go as teacher in a small college your manner 
of proceeding will be different from what you will need 
to do if you are independent of any institution. If you 
go to a school your coming will be duly heralded. Ar¬ 
range to spend the week previous to the opening of 
school at that place, and in that way get your plans 
made so you can begin work at once the following week. 
But it is the teacher who must rely on her own in¬ 
dividual efforts for pupils that I wish to advise. It is to 
be hoped you have no acquaintances in this town, but 
have only learned there is an opening for you there. 
You will be more unrestricted to pursue the course you 
deem best, and also you will not run the risk of having 
to overcome the opposition some may have to your 
friends. Having arrived, be sure your temporary stop¬ 
ping-place is the beat in the town. If it has been the 
custom of those who have preceded you to make up 
their class by a canvass of the town, do not attempt a 
reform in this respect, for the chances are that you will 
ait clothed in your professional dignity until board bills 
run up and your clothing reaches the state that serious 
doubts will arise in your mind as to the practicability of 
the aforesaid dignity as an attire. 
Make a list of those having pianos or organs. Hav¬ 
ing your list for reference, call on all, beginning with 
those who have studied music most; this will help you 
to secure others. 
You will find it the custom of most teachers to charge 
so much per term ; it is much better to charge only for 
each lesson, and impress it upon the mind of all that 
they are free to stop at any time, and do not need to feel 
under any obligation to take a stated number of lessons ; 
let it be understood that should they become dissatisfied 
in any way the sooner they stop the better for both 
parties, for, under the circumstances mentioned they 
will learn nothing and are an injury to your reputation 
as a teacher. 
If asked to play while at the pupils’ homes, it is best 
to give two selections, some bright classic and a popular 
piece I place them in the above order because you 
will find the classics are not as much liked in these 
small towns as popular mnsic ; in fact, generally the 
terms classic and uninteresting are synonymous. In no 
place will a brighter, more intelligent class of people be 
found than in just such towns as this; but the reason 
classic music is so much disliked is this; so little of it is 
heard performed by really first-class pianists; usually it 
is played by some one whose ambition is several grades 
beyond their ability and they are not content with any¬ 
thing short of some masterpiece. 
Tell the mothers and pupils that you do not expect to 
give for “ pieces ” a lot of dull, meaningless selections, 
but at the same time a taste can be gradually cultivated 
for the purest and most elevating in music as well as 
other things. Many parents will not allow a bit of 
sensational, trashy fiction to be read by their children, but 
at the same time will sit and complacently listen to 
equally demoralizing sentiments through the medium of 
the piano. One of the very first ideas to instil into the 
pupil's mind is that music is the universal language: that 
the Frenchman can understand the feeling expressed by 
the German upon the piano, though not one word of his 
language is known ; that the pupil herself could un¬ 
doubtedly tell whether a band of Indian musicians meant 
to express joy or sorrow on the rude instruments they 
possess. 
Frequently it is a good plan to have the pupil atop 
playing and try to improvise a happy, joyous strain or a 
sad one. I never criticise about discords at such times ; 
it is the mood that is to be expressed, and I am content 
if the face lights up and the fingers skip airily over the 
keys to express happiness, or the slow, clinging touch 
is used for sadness. 
We will suppose your class is made np. Next thing 
settle yourself in a permanent boarding place, and let it 
be where you have no pupils, for you will find familiarity 
tends to lessen the desire to have lessons well prepared, 
and then also you will more than likely get into the 
habit of giving assistance at the practicing time, which 
is well if the pupils do not get to relying on your help 
and fail to exert themselves as they otherwise would. 
Therefore it is best to avoid the possibility of such 
trouble. 
With your first lesson will appear one of the greatest 
obstacles the country music teacher has to combat. I 
refer to the books and studies to be used; many plans 
were tried and rejected before I felt I could fold my 
hands and mentally exclaim, “ Eureka.” 
While some will say, “ Use the studies yon wish and 
send the bill to me,” more often you will hear, “ I do 
not feel like putting the money in so many studies, as 
we have an Instructor I wish you to use,” and forthwith 
it is produced and proves to be an heirloom that has 
been in the family, perhaps, two generations. At any 
rate it is such an old edition that the young lady whose 
portrait appears on the front page is decidedly behind 
the times in the matter of dress, and sits as though she 
felt the responsibility of her position. The instruction 
that follows is equally as much out of date as her attire, 
and you cannot blame pupils for losing interest in 
methods that were used years ago. 
One plan tried to remedy this lack of unsuitable stud¬ 
ies was to buy them myself and rent to pupil; this 
seemed to work, but it was found too often leaves would 
be missing through carelessness of pupil, then the 
studies had to be retired and almost their whole cost 
charged to my loss. 
After a thorough trial this plan is a success : A book 
is bought for a pupil who pays in full for it, with the 
understanding that if it is in good order when they have 
finished it you will buy it of them at a slight reduction. 
I have found most Btudies will pay for themselves at a 
reduction of ten cents each time they are sold ; you will 
have no money tied up in them, and pupils are glad to 
take advantage of this plan. 
\ou will, no doubt, find it necessary to go to the 
pupil’s home, but this feature is not without its redeem¬ 
ing points : you get a rest and begin each lesson with 
renewed energy. Then, too, you are more sure of no 
lessons being missed, for you will, of course, have it 
understood that pupil can only be excused from lessons 
in case of sickness, and I have found a very slight 
illness will prevent a pupil from going to the teacher for 
a lesson. 
By going to a pupil’s home you can enthuse the mother 
and cause her to realize the benefit her assistance is in 
seeing the .lesson properly practiced. For instance, if 
a certain new touch is introduced call her in ; even if she 
does not understand music, explain it and ask her to see 
that it is used by the pupil. 
Ask them to remove the piano to the family sitting- 
room, where there is always a fire in cold weather, and 
the pupil can snatch those few minutes atthe instrument 
that we all know do so much good. Too often, when 
the piano is in the parlor a fire is made and the practice 
begun immediately with more than likely ashawl thrown 
around the shoulders to keep warm, and by the time 
the room is warm the hour has been conscientiously 
employed. Is it to be wondered the fingers do not gain 
much strength and agility ? 
Do not forget the informal musicales to meet and 
spend an hour together every two weeks, with an occa¬ 
sional publ.c one. Take some live musical journal and 
‘lHh,'V„V'rC“1“°" "“b"' 01 
ANALYSIS OF BIOS'S PRELUDE AND FTTrnr 
IN 0 MAJOR AND 0 MINOR. * 
(Prelude f, Allegro ; * Fugue $, Moderate.) 
BY CART. VAN BRUYNK. 
(Translated by Waldemar Mahnene.) 
Your friend, 
A. R. 
1. PrKLPDK AM) Fl’GCE IN C MiJOR. 
What a beautiful prelude of tenderest expression 
With all its uniformity of rhythm and figuration, yet the 
attention is rivetted from the first to the last measure b_v 
a highly interesting modulation. Especially charming 
is the climax from the 24th to 30th measure, and then 
the gradual decrease in the motion in the last two 
measures. 
The fugue, technically considered, is extremely skill¬ 
ful ; but from a purely festhetic standpoint it is less 
attractive and rather pedantic. The theme is dry, 
although its development, showing the greatest contra¬ 
puntal skill, flows on uninterruptedly. The use of the 
stretto is throughout noteworthy, as it is never employed 
in a similar manner in the whole work of the well-tem¬ 
pered clavichord. Within the 27 measures, which is the 
extent of the fugue, the theme appears in all the parts 
24 times. But in this exuberant use of technical virtu¬ 
osity lies also the aesthetic dearth of the work, for not¬ 
withstanding all the applied art the effect of monotony 
is unavoidable. The working out of the fugue, aiming 
at a purely logical development of form, will always 
betray constraint. Yet in its rich and facile application 
of all artistic devicesit excites our admiration, and can¬ 
not by any means be called uninteresting. Of aspecially 
beautiful effect is the last stretto (24th and 25th measure) 
upon an organ point, and the ritardando in the last two 
measures with its upward striving into higher tone 
regions. 
2. Prelude and Fugue in C Minor. 
(Prelude J, Allegro vivace ; Fugue f, Allegro moderato.) 
The prelude is energetic and lively enough, but yet on 
the whole its aesthetic worth is of less merit; in the first 
20 measures it sounds brilliant, almost like an 6lude, 
while there is a sameness in its tones. (One might say 
it produces a clattering effect.) But of great force are 
the climaxes from the 21st to 25th measure, and again 
from the 25th to 28th measure. The latter interrupt the 
preceding monotony with a new figuration, which then 
with increased impetuosity (for the allegro passes into 
a presto) breaks out like a rattling hailstorm. From 
here to the end the prelude is distinguished by an al¬ 
ways increasing higher poetical interest. 
The fugue which now follows may be designated as 
one of the most beautiful of the whole work, a very 
ideal production full of brilliancy and splendor, solemnity 
and dignity, grave and stern, but at the same time of the 
highest elegance and exempt from restraint. How beau¬ 
tiful is the theme of two measures, in its undulating 
motion, with its suddenly appearing skip of the six' 
from the tonic upon the third beat in the second measure. 
The whole theme is not completely made use of, as in 
the preceding fugue, for its development (it appears c n y 
eight times in the course of the 31 measures) but oniya 
part of it; and how beautiful, how unrestrained, °* 
artistic does the counter-subject unfold itself, being sum 
larly developed (from the 9th to the 11th, 13rh to 1 > 
and 22dto 25th measures) ; how rich and yet how c osej 
connected are the modulations of the whole fugue, ® 
beautifully conceived are even the two mordents^ * 
23d measure (of which no use has been made in the o ^ 
similar places of the whole fugue); how grand is, t ’’ 
the last appearance of the theme introduced in t a^ 
terminating with the quasi interrogative effect o ^ 
sixth c which is followed in the next measure 
g 
C flat . ©BCG 
change apparently veering to the full close. . g 
does the master introduce the theme (as in the Pr®^ 
instance, half a measure prorogued [versebobenj ^ 
soprano upon the organ point resting on C, an ^ 
ing it at last on the major triad. It can tru y ^ 
that this fugue throughout is charming, eveiy 
of which excites our admiration. 
* Czerny’s indications of tempo are unhesitatingly re 
GLASS WORK in MUSICAL CRITICISM. 
BY IDA BELLE D1SEKENS. 
I submit to the attention of teachers the following 
plan for method of class work with children, which 
aims to develop their musical judgment by requiring 
them to critically analyze the playing of their fellow 
pupils. 
Grade your pupils into small classes to meet periodi¬ 
cally to play for each other. 
At the first meeting direct their attention to one par¬ 
ticular quality in piano playing, and request a study of 
that one quality as exhibited in the playing of each 
member. 
The use of report cards at first is perhaps advisable, 
hot they should soon give way to written notes. 
(See examples of report cards. Use figures: from 
one, poor; to five, excellent.) 
the etude. 
8. n,.c,ib, ,h, „„b„ 
it 
For the critics:— 
1- To what extent did the performance agree with 
jour previous idea of the piece? * * 
tb!pu“'/1 '°“ “P"““ 
M bZ aT"" 9 * ll“ 
4- Was the rendering technically correct? 
6* Speak of the phrasing. 
6. Of the tone shading. 
7. Were the touches employed the ones yon would 
have used for similar effects? 
8. So far as you have studied your companion's play¬ 
ing what do you consider to be his special excellence 
or best development? 
Critique of Touch. 
Cr,tic.Date. 
Performers. 
Excellence of 
I Chords. Scale 
Passages. Melodies. Legato. Staccatos. Wrist 
Condition. 
Thumb 
Mover m. 
5 3 4 4 4 ft 2 
Performers. 
Critic. Date . 
Fingers. Wrist. Arm. Correctness. Expression. Time 
Performers. 
Critic . . . 
Rhythm. Phrasing. Tone Shading. 
Concep¬ 
tion. Touch. Technic. Grace. 
Shape the course according to the understanding of 
the class, and extend the work very gradually. 
When pupils can detect general excellence, or lack of 
!*'ln more important qualities of elementary play- 
tig, add interpretation to their responsibilities. 
0 this end have played through at each meeting a 
T r6 °*>UB’ previoua‘y a88'gned, the rendering of which 
a rePresent the individual effort of the pupils, who 
ire not to enlist assistance during its preparation. 
ets of little pieces, or fitudes, of contrasting charac- 
*r> &re most useful. 
To ensure a thoughtful reading of the composition 
^qture each pupil to bring, and read aload, a paper 
Uessing his opinions of the mnsic to be played, 
fime *11 rec*ta^ criticisms (written during the 
'each* °We<^ between the numbers) are read by the 
writ«e^rBn<^. commented upon, no one but the 
aow*ng whose critique is being read. 
lon °°^ n° 8tere°typed plan of criticism shonld be 
impreen,C0Ura^e^’ tren<T being toward freedom of 
individuality of treatment, the work 
9. What his poorest development? 
At the end of the year have a programme worked up, 
selected from among the pieces that have been con¬ 
sidered most attractive. 
A public recital of these, together with a reading of 
the essays and criticisms pertaining to the pieces, will 
serve to show friends and relatives what manner of 
work the class has been doing. 
!0®e sort T-8tarting the pupils with a guide of 
r' T suggest, for the essayist:— 
2_ Wh'^'i^0 work as a whole, and reasons for. 
3 \m-C, numher yon think most attractive, and why. 
4 Whi°h ^°U least attractive, and why. 
5 Wh'\ ^°a most difficult to play, and why. 
fj Eve1C|, ^°U Iea8t difficult to play, and why. 
7. [)0 * ®ar<* a°y °f these pieces played? 
e music remind you of any other? 
SOME OF THE PUPIL8 WE MEET WITH. 
BY HELEN M JEWEL. 
A step backward is sometimes of assistance to pro¬ 
gress in the opposite direction. The reflections, which 
first present themselves to my mind, are in regard to 
pupils who have secured the best results from their 
work, and, therefore, proved most satisfactory. The 
first which I shall consider is the brilliant and talented 
pupil, to whom the acquirement of music comes natur¬ 
ally, and who, for that very reason, is prone to rush 
ahead, unwilling to stop for the nicer work. An hour 
with such a scholar is exhausting to the teacher, both 
mentally and phjBiaillT- I b™ •«“ '“ 
holding a tight rein over a runaway horse. Only oc 
easionally have I found superior talent combined w,.h 
the requisite patience to insure satisfactory progress. 
- . T_II nf almost the opposite class, 
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on such pupil. Many times, with this clast, I have 
found that outside attraction, were, in a great measure, 
e cause of inattention to music. U attending school 
a. most pnpil* of this age do, the parents soon come 
the conclusion that they are overworked, and the music 
lesson, are responsible. 8o these must be given up; 
whereas a continuous round of pleasures leaves no time 
for attention to the lesson, neither is the pnpil in a oou- 
ition physically for mental application in any direction. 
Conld the truth be realized and a change effected, many 
young persons might be saved the loss of physical strength. 
On the other hand is the pupil of moderate ability, wbo 
is ever ready to do the best he can-desirous, rather, of 
steady than rapid progress; and bringing, as the reeolt 
of his efforts, a lesson not necessarily of great length, 
but showing such careful study as to give promise of 
artistic work in the future; the advancement of such a 
scholar is almost apparent from lesson to lesson. 
In these days, when, we might say. a piano u found 
tn nearly every home, many lake op the stody of music 
who evince no special aptitude, often through the wish 
of parents, their ambition leading them no further 
the mere mechanical performance of a few “tunes.” 
In some instances of this kind I have been happily dis¬ 
appointed, especially where the pupil has shown aptness 
in school work; if he has acquired oareful habiU of 
study there, I have generally found the same careful 
work applied to musical studies, productive of much 
good. 
After the foregoing considerations I am led u> con¬ 
clude that the pupils who afforded me the greatest sat¬ 
isfaction are such as have shown the most carets] habit* 
of study and a willingness to trust themselves to my 
guidance and direction. If “Genius is the infinite 
capacity for taking pains," does it not include this class 
of students in any branch, rather than the specially 
gifted, who fall to use the best means at their command 
lor improvement of the talents they possess? Many 
parents seem to ihink their children must show a wil¬ 
lingness to practice or they will never make proficiency 
in the art. 1 am sore this is a mistaken idea. Most 
children, were they allowed to follow their own melton 
lions, would devote very little time to study of nny 
kind—their desire to lesrn comes with matorer years. 
This is no argument that they should not attend school, 
and it is just at true in regard to music. A teacher 
cannot, alone, be responsible for work outside the lee- 
son-bour; the co-operalion of the parent it necessary ; 
and, as this involves much patience and care, the child’s 
progress is many times unsatisfactory, and the coarse of 
music study abandoned; the failure to succeed being 
attributed, if, happily, not to the teacher, to a lark of 
talent or ability to learn in the child, when more patience 
and perseverance on the part of the parent would have 
proved otherwise. How many have cause to regret, in 
later years, that they were not compelled to apply 
themselves to the stuav of mnsic in childhood. 
A reflection upon the habits of study as relating to 
pupils necessarily leads to the same in regard to teach¬ 
ing. Wherein has there been an improvement in the 
methods of instruction? I readily call to mind the 
great confidence I had in my first teacher, whose most 
nmbitioos selections si s concert were "The Battle of 
Waterloo" and “Bird Waltz.’’ Of course, the scholar 
cannot rise above the teacher's standard, and whai a 
gulf between the character of such nett and that nf 
later teachers, who are satisfied only with tbs best 
works of the greatest masters. Very little was thought 
then of technical work ; whereas, now, in the minds of 
many, too much attention is fiven to that department 
My experience and observation oonvinoe me that its 
importance can hardly be overettimated; certainly, 
technic, in its full interpretation, is a necessary ad¬ 
junct to expression. Experience, oorabmed wiih a 
progressive spirit, is of much value in leaching, nod a 
teacher of this class, who, it naturally follows, will make 
his work of first importance, cannot fail to note marked 
improvement in his own acquirements nod manner of 
imparting instruction. There is always much to learn, 
and we receive great compensation for research into 
modern methods. ... 
One of the most hopeful signs of the times w a re 
quirement of knowledge in general for musicians. 
Formerly they were not looked upon as equal, in liter¬ 
ary attainments, to thoss in other professions, hut at 
the present time music and literature are inseparable- 
trash is no more acceptable in one than the other among 
enlightened classes. Thn* the musician’s bonzon is 
constantly widening. This condition of things makes 
it moch easier and more satisfactory to the earnest and 
cultivated teacher. We tnist that progres. in this 
direction may continue until even in smaller towns a 
piano recital of the highest order may afford the great- 
Mt enjoyment, not necessitating the appearance of 
vocal numbers on the programme to make it acceptable 
to the public. 
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Tns bicycle lad, it is said, is injuring many kinds of 
trade. Piano dealers and manufacturers are feeling it, 
and we ask our readers if they find that it is preventing 
parents from employing a music teacher. We should 
jifee an answer from as many teachers as can spend the 
time to write ns, and we want to hear from both sides of 
the question. 
* * * 
• * 
There is scarcely a mail received at this office which 
does not furnish us with one or more letters which 
either have no address, or it is so poorly scrawled that 
we are unable to decipher it. It is not an infrequent 
experience with ns to be compelled to put such letters 
and orders aside and wait for a letter of complaint, then 
compare hand writing, and perhaps post marks, and so, 
after infinite pains, get the address, and answer the let¬ 
ter, or send the ordered music. Will our correspondents 
please write names and addresses with great care to get 
them clearly legible, and also, in writing their address, 
be sure to put in the State as well as the town ? 
Why not begin your teaching year with our leading 
educational publications? Many of our subscribers 
have not had the courage to attempt new ways of work¬ 
ing, but all of our editions are so clearly annotated, the 
“ Mathews’ Graded Studies,” and the Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic,” as well as the other editions of leading 
educational works, that any attentive reader can study 
out the right manner of using them. Try them and 
keep abreast with these rapidly advancing times, and so 
leave your sluggish competitors behind. 
It has many times occurred to ns that an exchange 
column in Thk Etodb would be of service. Every 
teacher has accumulated more or less musical merchan¬ 
dise that has been only once used, which would gladly 
be exchanged for something else ; a cantata has been 
given, a chorus sung, or duplicate copies received 
which are of no special value to the owner, and here 
an exchange among teachers would be valuable. We 
will open such a column, calling it the leachers' Ex¬ 
change Column. For the months of October and 
November no charge will be made for insertion. The 
transaction must be made from teacher to teacher, and 
not through this office. State the article, number of 
copies, condition, and what you desire in exchange, 
or a direct sale if that form is preferred. The 
letters must not be sent in care of this office, but bear 
the correct name and address of the teacher. The 
column would be made particularly valuable for the 
exchange of concert music, such as six- and eight hand 
music We must have all matter for this column in not 
later than the 20th of the month. 
Owiso to delay in proof reading, Landon’s new piano 
method, “ Foundation Materials,” will not be ready for 
delivery until about the 16th of this month. The 
special offer for the work at 25c. will remain open un¬ 
til the work is on the market. 
Th* Dictionary of Musical Terms, by Dr. H. A. 
Clarke, will not be ready for delivery this month. It has 
been decided to greatly increase the scope of the work. 
This will delay the issuing of the work about a month. 
The special price in advance will still remain open. There 
will be two editions published; one the complete, the 
other the student’s pocket edition. Both are included 
in the special offer, which is 50c. Send in your order be¬ 
fore it is too late. 
* * * 
* * 
Ws are at the opening of another season ; the teacher 
may look forward to a very prosperous year. The 
opening may not be propitious, but after election, in 
early November, we predict the greatest activity. 
Music is a greater factor in education than ever. The 
love of it is spreading fast in every direction. More 
of it is heard and played now than ever before. The 
wise teacher will lay plans for an active year. 1 here 
is no reason for losing heart and every reason for feel¬ 
ing encouraged. If the times do not appear to the very 
best at present, there is a better prospect. An extra 
effort will often be productive of increased business. If 
you have not the number in class you wish, why not 
make a strike for more? Now is the time. There is a 
good article in this issue bearing on this. It is called, 
“ To one about to enter the Profession. ’ It is a letter 
from a successful teacher to a new comer, and contains 
much valuable advice. In these days it is not safe for 
any one to rely on reputation alone. Some pupils come 
to you unbidden, others must be sought for. 
* * * # * 
Have you selected your dealer for this year? If you 
have not tried this house it will be to your advantage 
to do so. You will come to know many new valuable 
works and thus add materially to your teaching reper¬ 
tory. Our terms are the most liberal; our whole aim 
is to please our patrons. Our own publications are ad¬ 
mirably adapted to teaching purposes. Our stock is 
one of the largest in the country. It embraces all the 
standard works published in this country and in Europe. 
Our On Sale plan is on a greater and more complete 
scale than any house in the country. We are prepared 
to supply schools and conservatories as well as private 
teachers with all kinds of musical merchandise. Send 
for our catalogues and terms. 
Our patrons, in ordering music for the coming season, 
will do well to bear the following points in mind:— 
In sending for a package of On Sale music mention 
about the number of pupils, the grade of advancement, 
the kind of studies used—whether classical or popular 
—and any other information that will assist us in mak¬ 
ing a proper selection. Write your On Sale order on a 
separate sheet. Do not forget to give State address; 
every day we get letters with State omitted. In the first 
package it is well to order more than one of those 
things that are used extensively. This will save ex- 
pressage. The whole can be placed on Bale and a set¬ 
tlement will not be required until used or end of teach¬ 
ing year. Remember, on our own publications we can 
give a better discount than those published by other 
houses. You can always have your selection changed 
or added to. Always mention when yon desire any¬ 
thing on sale, so it can be charged that way. We open 
two accounts for all our customers, one on sale and one 
regular. The former is not closed until the end of the 
season ; the latter monthly, or as agreed upon. We 
furnish all our customers with postal card order blanks. 
They are sent with every order received. We also have 
letter order blanks and addressed envelopes, which we 
will be pleased to furnish our patrons. At this time 
our force is enlarged, but is not able to fill on sale 
orders on day of receipt. So give us plenty of time in 
which to make selection. We have greatly enlarged our 
s ock during the season and are better than ever able to 
fill orders promptly. 
***** 
In preparing for your new term order our Class and 
Account Book, by Sefton, new and revised edition, 
which ,s now ready. Everything for keeping music 
teachers accounts, schedule of lessons for each hour and 
id w "T8’ “.I1661 mU9iC aCC0Mt wi‘h dealers 
and with pupils, and a number of other features- a 
valuable book for every teacher ; the price is 60 cents. 
***** 
We also have a pupil’s Lesson Book ; practical results 
have been noticed from the use of this book, in 
‘*.ng practice particularly; send for sample copy the 
price is ten cents each, $1.00 per dozen. ’ 
***** 
°ne of the most valuble and interesting books that 
this publishing house has ever issued is Mr. L. C. E son’ 
Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vacation Abroad ’’ 
Rie w T* raDCe PriCe haS been wi^drawn, but still 
the work, retailing at f 1.5Q, jj very low fpr 
this size. We have been overwhelmed with testimonials 
The uses that the book can be put to in the teacher’ 
work are too numerous to mention. We append severd 
of the testimonials received from our patrons-— 
Please send me another copy of “ F.lson’s Reminiscences" I a d 
it so charmiDg that I must hare a copy to lend to my pupils i,, 
expect to read copious extracts from it to my club. * 
H. H. Watsox. 
It gives me pleasure to pay that “European Reminiscences’1 ii 
altogether a delightful book. Its abundant information is presented 
with charming brevity, irresistible wit, and humor. 
A. V. Brown. 
These testimonials speak for themselves. If you have 
not got a copy, the longer you put it off the more you 
will regret it in the end. 
* * • 
* * 
We have the bills and receipts from Sefton’s Class 
Book, which we sell separate, printed on good paper, 
in packages of 50 for 25 cents. 
* * * 
* * 
Mr. Chas. W. Landon's elementary works have been 
the most successful of any placed on the market in the 
last ten years ; he has certainly made in his new piano¬ 
forte method, “ Foundation Materials for Beginners," 
a work the equal of which has never before been known. 
It is a carefully graded course in the art of piano play¬ 
ing for beginners. Designed to make Btudy easy and 
interesting, yet rapidly leading to a good touch, thorough 
musicianship, and to expressive playing. The beginner 
has never before known such an attractive work. The 
work will be delivered this month to the large list of 
advance subscribers. If you have not taken advantage 
of this offer, 26 cents in advance, there is yet time to 
do so if attended to now. More than one copy can be 
ordered. Let ns hear from you. Send stamps. 
* * * 
* * 
The new publications issued by this house during the 
summer, and which are being used in making up the 
selections sent out for the coming season, are, accord¬ 
ing to the testimony of those who have already received 
their packages, excellent. There is another point 
where we have the advantage of those who issue a large 
catalogue, made up of other wholesale publishers 
issues,—ours are carefully selected, new issues, added to 
all the time, while the other, while it may be fresh in 
appearance, is the same year in and year out. Teachers 
have been using them—for the want of something better 
—over and over again. If you haven’t tried onr On Sale 
music, send for our circular. You will be surprised at 
the advantages. One of our customers brought this 
idea to my mind during the past month: The extra 
discount which we give on our publications pays the 
expressage four times over. The convenience of having 
the music to select from more than repays you for the 
trial and change. 
***** 
This Journal has, since the first of the year, P8^ 
more attention to the offering of premiums to those o 
taining subscriptions than ever before. The premiuo8 
offered have been valuable and especially suitable or 
teachers’ use. Not only this, we have been more libera 
than before, giving the same premium for a le8S nun) 
ber of subscriptions. The result has been most satis 
factory; our subscription list has grown wonder n J 
The scholarship premium, by which we give one 0 
worth of tuition in any music school for every »v V-/ A IU vi IUU1UU 111 CkUj UJUOlV/ owuww* i g 
sent us for a new subscriber to this journal, an 
lady’s gold watch, which we give for fifteen su •* 
tions, have been most popular. If yon are at a 
ested write to us for a complete premium list- ^ 
will find on that, we are sure, something that you ^ 
been in need of. It also gives instructions how to 8 ^ 
subscribers. We furnish sample copies neede ‘“J ^ 
work free. Those who have worked for premium8 ^ 
been, in every case, to the best of our knowledg^- ^ 
cessful, and we feel sure that among the peop e 0 
town there are some who would be glad to * 
Journal on their piano, ei.her leathers or am* 
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A great many teachers send The Etude to all of their 
scholars, charging it on their regular music bills. If 
you do not care to work for musical premiums yon will 
find our cash deductions very liberal. 
* * * 
* * 
Parties wishing to act as agents in soliciting sub¬ 
scriptions to this Journal, and canvaesirg for the sale of 
any of the works issued by this house,—by this we mean 
devoting their entire time,—can obtain special rates and 
commissions by writing to us. 
the ETun-Rt 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I have received “ Reminiscences of a Musician’s Va¬ 
cation Abroad.” I find it in very pretty, neat torm, and 
I am enjoying the contents hugely. Mrs. F. L. Smith. 
“European Reminiscences,” for which I sent an 
order in advance of publication is at hand. It is the 
best finished b >ok that I have ever seen from your 
house. Your offers-‘in advance of publication,” are 
chances that should be seized upon by all readers of 
your most valuable publication, The Etude. 
Lula D Hay. 
I have received “European Reminiscences,” and 
have just finished reading it. It is charmingly written, 
very witty and interesting, and full of useful informa¬ 
tion. I am never disappointed in anything The Etude 
recommends. Miss C. B Jennings. 
Etude!*1 h ,l°a upon ?oar 80«*88 of The 
great benefit to me in p'8a8ure and is a 
pupils all subscribe for it ■ 1 Wl11 b*Te 
fpieodid k, „«hi„g i, ..j£jgE 
T . H. E. Thome. 
The Etude and^aJthnn i^rV aDJ. &,new ^bscriber to 
I am highly pleased w^hhitIi'T i i”1’ tew nn®b*r8> 
deIful'onpDranrfIan6field'B b°°k on “Harmony” a won- 
special cffer vm,Can De7er lbank yon enough for the 
publication no8*!6 t0 Z°U1. reader8 in advance of 
PS! ”kJ qT haVe lhe 8bove work- “Celebrated 
fnfllyhlowan’” ^^"or 1^^at*wondcr* 
ETIa“ altA0ge;h,er Righted with your publication. The 
A -a eaCJ““r 1 bave had more or 1888 'rouble 
d ffiknh?Lg jk What '?■ flect for m? pupdf. This 
uw ty A bee? remedted to a great extent since The 
bTiDE was brought to my notice. Elizabeth P. Tic*. 
Harmony,M which you Bent to me, 
8 jus, what I have been wanting for a long time: it is 
so clearly explained that I enjoy it very much. 
* Mrs. R. F. Herron. 
Landon’s “ Organ Instructor” is the beBt work, both 
in lucidness of its exolanations and the beauty ot the 
studies, that, I have ever used for the organ, and I have 
had occasion to examine many d-fferent works. 
Myrtie L Sessions. 
I have as yet only looked through “European Remi¬ 
niscences,” but am delighted with the style of the work 
and am eager to feast on the instructive and highly en¬ 
tertaining reading contained in it. 
“Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” by W. Francis 
Gates, is a volume ot 315 cages, containing 300 anec¬ 
dotes and biographical sketches of famous composers 
and performers The readers of the Visitor are familiar 
with Mr. Gates’ graphic and interesting manner of writ¬ 
ing. These anecdotes, gathered from many sources, 
are neatly revised and arranged and give a good idea of 
the peculiarities and characteristics of the many musi¬ 
cal people of renown who are sketched in these pages. 
It is a handy book to have on the piano or table, where 
it may be caught dd in a moment or so of leisure, as the 
sketches ars mostly short ones, and each is complete in 
itself. J. R Murray in Chw ch's Musical Visitor. 
I received “Musical Mosaics,” and am sure I shall 
etij >y reading it myself, as I had the pleasure, some 
tune aince, ot giving it to a friend who enj yed it much. 
Miss Caroline E. McCall. 
I saw oue of the new Etude subscribers and she was 
quite enthusiastic in her praises of the magazine—felt 
that she had learned much from the back numbers 
which I had loaned her. I am sure she will value it 
more and more. Miss Caroline E McCall. 
I bavp received two of the five works of your Snerial 
Offer Extraordinary, “Studies in Rhythm," by Justin, 
and the game ’’The Great Composers;” a beautiful 
game and excellent amusement to young musicians. 
The work on Riythm is also very useful and »iipplies a 
long-felt want. S. T. Bowlby. 
I think “ Mathews' Graded Course for the Pianoforte " 
is excellent, and shall use it very much in the future. 
W. Stansfimd. 
I desire to express my appreciation of the prompt and 
satisfactory manner in which my orders have been filled. 
Rest a°sured that yon will receive my orders for what 
ever I may need in the future in the line of musical 
merchandise. Miss L. J. Burbaxe. 
The “Anecdotes of Great Music-ana" I received 
safely. I think the book should belong to each person 
who is even interested in mnsic. and as fi r students and 
teachers it is an important book for each one to own. 
The anecdotes are not only interesting but one gains so 
much valuable information from the contents: it is a 
doubly useful book. Miss Virginia P. Tufts. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
You have again proved that you are justly entitled to 
t ® t©pqtatiod yon have among teachers of music, viz., 
a ot being i.he most prompt and reliable mail order 
ou-e in the country. Ernst Brockmann. 
Hive been a teacher of Mason’s Technic for several 
years. Music is not complete without, it. 
Bella Doughty. 
I fLwtrece'Pt “Eiropean Reminiscences,” by 
...8 “ EUon. I find it most delightful and profitable 
hhr'Dg' a,ld count it a very desirable addition to a 
y, whether musical or otherwise. 
Iola M. Gilbert. 
“TwI6 i,ooked 07er C. E. Shimer’s preparatory 
plain »■ ai|d technic,” and- think it, is well named; 
teu-L. 6| 80 much in a nutshell, fi ted tor the busy 
teacher and the student. Mrs M. T. Ellinwood. 
me tb'8 °PP°nnn'ty of thanking you for sending 
have hspn^ tent selection of music on sale. 1 
the Disroa .U81 y engaged in investigating the merits of 
had no irf’ neJ8r Y seem good many are extra. I 
music nf *1“ tbat ^ou bad '8®ued such an amount of 
*elt. has r 6 .eaBje.r grades. If any teacher, like my- 
and ben,.fi,maV1B<* '®noranf of the manifold advantages 
how much y0ur ®a*e P*an tbpy cannot imagine 
a(lvantao-»a r '6y a,re *.°s'ng ; this way gives one all the 
e or selection possessed by the city teachers. 
„ Dr. A. E. Brainard. 
an<f I wM®tad'es ” are the best I have yet seen, 
Id • 8e them &s much as possible. T. James. 
prom'!* tbank yon very much for your kindness, 
aider me tAnr „ courtesy, and to state that yon mav con 
In 
Notice* for thia oolumn inserted »t S cent* » word for on* Inwrtlon, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
A FEW FIR9T-CLASS TEACHERS OF MUSIC 
in d'ff-rent departments desire positions. Ad¬ 
dress The Central Musical Agency. Indianapolis. Jnd. 
C 
p nuu iu u i u ihh ut 
your customer for the future. Lula M Butt. 
*88ks ago'ni8fi^j,B Etude, which you 
Please send nd ,f'18 J'13t wb»t I have 1 ease ...j . —“ 'e last nat 
98Wd >"o my address for 
sent me a few 
been looking for. 
lON^ERVAIORY GRADUATE DESIRES Posi¬ 
tion as Accompanist. ’ A.” cars ’J HE Etpdc 
W^^edIbyTady teacher of piano. 
Organ, and Theory (certified by Metropolnan 
College of Music, N Y V » position in school or semi¬ 
nary. Address L M . Etude_ WANIED—A REFINED SINGLE YOUNG 
woman, well educated, a good pianist, with a 
pleasing voice; occasional (ravel, .^'h ogreeable musi. 
cal work; expenses paid and a fair salary. Write full 
particulars in first letter, enclosing photograph which 
will be returned. Address Conductor, Brx 306. Lin¬ 
coln, Nebraska. _ 
^5iT0N TRAINING SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 1HK 13 Staid*rd Music School ot America. Music Hail 
Building! Bismn. Mass. Fall term opens September 
14 Alvah Glover Salmon, Director, successor to 
Geo. H Hanlon Send or catalogue 
HOIlTLEADERS AND ORGANISTS : DO NOT 
issue containing fonrTh°^ "h°" fce“ Jnd m con- 
vken„iln, wayriccumnlate a Jr «£■ 
and_ amateur q?a^^bo'"’ S Address.I. P. Yancr. 
odp y^nr 
E. R. Protherok. 
eachers, 
Attention! 
® ® WK wish (o thank our many customers fur 
their iiatmuage to us during the season 
just dosed, and to solicit a continuance 
next season. Our sole aim is fo make the 
teacher's work easier, and our every move is to 
the teacher’s advantage. 
Advantages are to be gained by dealing with 
us itn|Missible to obtain elsewhere. 
OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS 
are all edited and |irc|K!red for the tcadii-r’s 
use by the leading teachers in the oountry. 
Printed on the best |iaper from stone. 
ONE OF THE LARGEST 
and best selected stocks of American and 
Foreign Music and Books in this oountry 
from an educational standpoint. 
PROMPT SERVICE. 
Every order receives attention the same 
day as received. 
THE MOST UlBERflU TERMS 
and lowest rates possible. Only the Iscst 
editions arc kept by us. 
THE ‘•ON SALE" PLAN, 
that is “selection music,” is laid out on a 
more lilteral basis than can lie obtained 
from any other bouse. For m-xt season 
we are even Itetter prepared than ever to 
fill all needs in this direction. The d<-|»art- 
ment is under the direction of a thorough 
musician, and we can gliantntoo saf tsfaelion. 
WE FURNISH everything 
in flic line of music, and claim to Is* 
lhe quickest mail-order house In 
lhe country. Information on any sub¬ 
ject in onr line furnished gratis. 
EFFICIENT heads 
to the different departments, nil umh-r t!i« 
direct supervision of Mr. Theodore Prosser, 
a former successful and practical teacher. 
Send for complete catalogues and term#, etc. 
Address all communication# to 
Theodoue Pucsseu, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, P*. 
